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Q The BG News
Tuesday, January 28,1992

Weather

Bush faces tough crowd tonight
by Mki FthsllMr
The Associated Press

Clearing up:
Tuesday, cloudy in the
morning then becoming
partly sunny in the afternoon. The high in the lower
30s. Northwest winds less
than 10 mph. Tuesday night,
partly cloudy. The low
around 20. Wednesday,
mostly sunny with the high
40 to 45.

Volume 74, Issue 83

Bowling Green, Ohio

WASHINGTON - It's the
recession ~ but not only the
recession.
It's a pervasive sense of politics-as-usual, of a government out
of touch with its people.
It is a feeling that the Japanese,
indeed, make better products and
will be hard to catch up with.
It is a perception that, for the
first time in this country, kids
will have a harder time than their
parents.
As President Bush prepares to
go before Congress and the nation Tuesday night with his State
of the Union prescriptions, the
country seems agreed that something has gone haywire, and that
something quick and easy won't
fix what's wrong.
"What's the 20-year plan?" asks

paper shop owner Cass Rankin,
37, walking her dogs, Chelsie and
Tuxedo, in Phoenix, Ariz. "Where
does he see our economy, our
lifestyle, our country, our power,
the whole shebang — where does
he see it in 20 years?"
Was it only a year ago that
America -- united, patriotic, uncertain but largely convinced
that it was doing right - was engaged in an air war against Saddam Hussein's Iraqi aggression
in Kuwait, and braced for a
ground invasion?
Hardly anyone mentions the
war in this kitchen table sampling of American opinions.
When foreign affairs are mentioned, it is usually to complain
that America is too generous.
"I think President Bush should
look inward toward the country
rather than outward toward the
world," mused Lex Cleary of

Pittsburgh, N.Y., a fishing guide
and consulting engineer.
Too much money is being sent
abroad, said Dan Legere, owner
of the Maine Guide Fly Shop in
Greenville, Maine. He paused,
then said, "Not to say the Russian
economy can't use it."
To be sure, Americans haven't
lost the dogged optimism that
characterizes them.
"Times are tough," said Dianne
Gray, 36, of Sutton, Vt., "but you
just grit your teeth. If you're
really willing to work, there's
jobs out there to be found - I've
got three of them."
Mrs. Gray works in a florist
shop, part-time, cleans a woman's
house, and sweeps the post office.
Her husband is out of work.
"We're not living high on the
hog," she said. "But the bills are
paid."

Locals offer advice for speech
tybtortaMna
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Some Ohioans have definite ideas about
what President Bush ought to say in his State of the Union address tonight.
Marshall Garett of Columbus would like to hear Bush focus on
education, reasoning that Job opportunities disappear without
proper training.
Garett, a production worker with Anheiser-Buach in Columbus, sees the economy's problems intertwined with education
problems.
"If you give a person the opportunity, they can do things for
themselves," he said last week. "Bush should get more in touch
with our economy and our job situation."
C. William Swank, executive vice president of the Ohio Farm
See Ohw, page 5.

See Union, page S.

Inside The News

USG bill
suggests
drinking
penalty

For The Future Leaders...
Ram tough:
Preferred Properties and
Piedmont Properties landlord Doug Valentine could
face criminal damage charges after an incident in
which he rammed his front
loader into a delivery truck
in an attempt to move it out
of his way.
□ See page four.

Off the campus
King me!:
PETAL, Miss. (AP) Charles Walker has reclaimed his title as world
checker king by playing 229
games simultaneously,
defeating 227 contestants,
losing one contest and tying
one.
"I am going home and eat
me a steak," Walker said
after completing his last
match of the day at the
National Checker Hall of
Fame in this suburb of Hattiesburg. "After dinner I am
going right to sleep because
I have been on my feet all
day."
That was eight hours of
steady play. Walker, founder of the checker hall of
fame, often paused less than
10 seconds to make his move
as he hurried from board to
board.
Walker's 227 victories
Saturday breaks the record
of 221, held by Canadian
Army Maj. H. Roy White,
who recorded his feat on
Oct. 27,1990, in Cornwallis,
Nova Scotia, according to
the Guinness Book of World
Records .
Harkin hunting:
COLUMBUS (AP) Sen.
Tom Harkin of Iowa, seeking the Democratic nomination for president, filed a
full slate of national convention delegate candidates in
Ohio, his backers said.
Susan Gippln of Akron,
Harkin's Ohio coordinator,
said Monday that the names
of 250 potential delegates
were submitted to the Ohio
Democratic Party in advance of its Jan. 28 deadline.

Lottery
CLEVELAND - Here are
Monday night's Ohio Lottery
selections:
Pick 3 Numbers:5-0-4
Pick 4 Numbers: 3-9-4-2
Cards: 2 of Hearts
7 of Clubs
3 of Diamonds
Queen of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$8 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

byJuliTi
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Working on one of four banners, senior special education major
and Orientation Board secretary Beth Snoddy paints the outline of
a flag on the first floor of the Student Services Building Monday

afternoon. The banners will be part of an Orientation Board lesson
for this fall's freshman and transfer orientation leaders. Orientation leaders meet once a month to prepare for fall orientation.

Senator Michael Brennan introduced a bill to reduce the maximum penalty for underage
drinking of alcohol at the Undergraduate Student Government
meeting Monday.
Senate BUI 91-92-16 calls for
the penalty for underage liquor
offenses for 18, 19 and 20-yearolds to not exceed $1. Currently,
underage violators face a possible six months in jail plus a $1,000
fine.
Brennan's bill also asks Bowling Green Mayor Wes Hoffman
to require the police to enforce
the local laws rather than the
state's police.
Brennan said most of the alcohol lawbreakers have caused no
harm to the community, adding
that the writers of the 26th
amemdment to the U.S. ConstituSee USG, page t.

Alleged killer
enters no plea
during BG trial
by Ctirlt Hiwtoy
The BC News

*-'

Alleged killer Richard Lee Geringer was brought before
Common Pleas Court Judge Charles Kurfess Monday but did not
enter a plea to charges in the shooting deaths of his wife,
daughter and girlfriend.
Geringer's attorney, Don Cameron, requested an extension for
his arraignment Monday morning.
"We'll ask that another date be set for that," Cameron said to
the court.
Geringer, a resident of Perrysburg Township, was arrested
after fire fighters, summoned to his barn by a fire alarm, saw his
daughter's body in his house. Geringer was found on his property with gunshot wounds to his head.
A Wood County grand jury indicted him Jan. 8 on one charge of
attempted arson and two charges of aggravated murder for each
death, the first alleging that the killing was premeditated and the
second stating that the killing was done while committing another felony.
Geringer, his voice muffled by head bandages, told the judge
he understood Wood County Prosecutor Alan Mayberry's charges that he killed the three and attempted to set his pole barn on
fire Dec. 23,1991.
Mayberry told the court Geringer faces the death sentence or
life imprisonment on the charges.
"Possible penalties on the first six counts are either life or
death," plus three years per killing for specifications that a
firearm was used in the crime, Mayberry said.
The Wood County Clerk's Office notified the Ohio Supreme
Court Jan. 15 that Mayberry will seek capital punishment for the
killings. Geringer and Richard Fox, whose case is now being appealed, are the only two defendants to have faced the death penalty in Wood County in this century.

Scnllnrl- ■ ribuac f—\ phsfWMark D«ck*rd

Accused murderer Richard Geringer enters the courtroom for his arraignment Monday morning.
Geringer did not enter a plea due to the absence of one of his attorneys.
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Inquiries about ACGFA
The Advisory Committee on General Fees Allocation (ACGFA), the
student committee charged with deciding how student organizations will allocate more than $400,000, will not
receive an increase in money this year.
Therefore, Bob Arrowsmith, assistant vice president of student affairs,
thought students should be kept from
deciding how they want to spend what
money they have. We are still scratching our heads on this one.
Arrowsmith shocked many student
leaders with his announcement that he
was taking what control students have
over their general fees away. Then,
after less than a week, he reinstated the
ACGFA.
From the beginning, it seemed to be
an issue of control. Arrowsmith was
taking away input on ACGFA funds, we
thought, to consolidate his authority in
order to make student organization
funding cuts later.
Yet, after an outcry from the leaders
of student groups both new and old, he
elected to restore the facade of student
control over student monies.
It never really made sense to us, and
all we have now are questions.
For instance, what did Arrowsmith
really mean to gain by not convening
ACGFA? Could it have been as simple
as Arrowsmith not wanting to bother
with three Saturday meetings this
year?
What is illusion and what is reality
with this idea of student control over
general fees? What is the formula for

Icy walks
hard fall
The BG News:
On any warm day,
groundskeepers can be seen
at every corner of the campus
as they mow grass, trim
hedges and dispose of litter.
They do an excellent job of
making the University a
beautiful site for all of the
new visitors and potential
students touring the college.
Why is it that this same
energy has not been directed
toward clearing our sidewalks of snow and ice? How is
it possible that on Tuesday,
Jan. 21 -one week after the
"big snow" - conditions are
still so bad at various parts of
the campus?
In between classes today, I
saw two people fall (a nowcommon occurrence) and
about a dozen exclamations of
"Whoat," I also heard,
"Oops!," and "Damn!" as
other students tried to avoid
falling flat on their backs.
I've heard the excuse that
it's been too cold for "salt" to
have any effect - true or not,

deciding how much money ACGFA has
to distribute in the first place? What input do students have in this decision?
And, what kind of control should students have over the amount of general
fees they are charged?
This last question is perhaps the most
interesting, especially in light of recent
events:
□ Administrators now say they may
have to raise the general fee slightly in
1993 in order to completely pay for the
Falcon Fieldhouse now under construction. Students were told no fee increase
would be needed to pay for the building
when they were polled favorably on a
decision never brought to a vote by Undergraduate Student Government or
the general student body.
□ In November, a city-wide citizens
committee made up of mostly permanent residents recommended a $5 to $10
increase in each student's general fee
in order to pay for an additional eight
emergency employees. Will students
have an opportunity to approve or reject this "tax,"- eerily similar to the .08
percent city-wide income tax increase
the committee also recommended?
USG, particularly President Mike
Sears, showed some brilliance in the
matter by calling an emergency meeting to discuss the issue.
As far as we are concerned, the ACGFA question is one of control - who
has it, and who should get it.
We hate to leave you with a bunch of
questions. But, perhaps a campus-wide
brainstorm is necessary here.

has it been too cold for the
common snow shovel, too?!!
It is now a "toasty" 39 degrees outside, and no doubt
the snow and ice on the sidewalks will subside here
within a couple of days. Winter is not over, however, and I
dread having to deal with this
kind of situation all over
again.
Sean Patton
Junior
IPCO major

Condoms
are rights
The BG News:
I would just like to say
that the vast majority of us
who go to this University
are adults with rights. So,
when organizations like
Students for Life and Active
Christians Today start telling adults how to conduct
their sex lives, I get mad.
I feel that condoms should
be distributed on campus,
because abstinence -on a
broad scale - does not work.
There will never be a time in
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America when every single
unmarried person will abstain from sex.
We have quite a bit of
freedom here. And until this
country turns into a totalitarian police state, people
with some level of freedom
will have sex (married or
unmarried).
So, instead of telling people that premarital sex is
wrong (this is opinion, not
absolute fact), we give them
choices.
If the condoms offend
you, then don't look at them.
Don't buy them. We can actually do that.
We are not children. We
are adults. We must decide,
for ourselves, whether to
take the condom or not. If all
this talk of condoms and
safer sex offends these conservative student organizations, then I must say that
their narrow-minded, condescending, self-righteous
attitudes offend me just as
much.
Jocelyn Taylor
Sophomore
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Cash, college and Snugsy
A look at money, the University, bunnies and hate
''Aaaaaaugh!
000000000000000000000000000 Mctiael Martone
00 What the hell are you doing?
Can't I even take a BATH without you guys following me
around and writing down every
damn thing I say?" - Oscar Wilde, 1878.

•••

Money. Mmmmmm. I love it.
1 just can't get enough of it.
And neither can the University, and that's where the fun begins. Because we're broke, the
faculty is going to go two years
without a pay raise, and retiring professors are not being replaced, leading to absurdly
overcrowded classrooms. Options:
(1) Accept the status quo.
(2) Raise the tuition.
(3) Alter priorities.
Option #1 means we start losing our best professors to other
universities.
When thinking about option
#2, remember that we're talking about a raise beyond the 7 to
9 percent tuition increase cap
that is needed to cover increased expenses. In other
words, option #2 means removing the cap, which at the University of Illinois led to a 25
percent tuition increase the
next year.
Option #3 seems the least
threatening until we start talking about specifics. For every
new project (better lighting for
a safer campus) or current deficiency (professors' salaries)
you fund, you must make an
equal and opposite cut that the
students are willing to tolerate.
Well, you're the students.
What are you willing to cut?
Please don't mention the
fieldhouse. All of the money
was already committed to that
project a long time ago, so save
your principles to protest future expansions and don't cry
"wolf" over milk you helped
spill, even if you weren't aware
of the glass when you threw
stones at it.
And please don't mention
Olscamp's sabbatical. The sabbatical is just a shifting of paid
vacation from the end of Olscamp's tenure to the middle of
it, and although it will create an
unnecessary four-month
leadership void (unlike when
he's here -- ha.), still IT
DOESN'T COST THE UNIVERSITY ANYTHING.
Despising authority blindly
never got anyone anything ex-

itegP5

cept personal popularity. And
remember, we're attending a
state school - and you can't
whittle down the profit margin
of a non-profit organization.
The point to remember is
that, while the recession continues, there is no way for the
students to avoid economic
pain. But where would you like
it to hurt? I'm curious - write to
me c/o BG News (210 West
Hall) and I'll do a follow-up column later this semester.

•••

doomed to witness the use of
entire races of people for the
gratification of others?
Even you, Snugsy, you cute
little white fuzzy innocent critter, were just called into existence for the purposes of
having a hippo land on you
eight paragraphs from now, because I know that a few demented readers would find it funny.
SNUGSY: Pardon me?
MIKE: Oh, I was just trying
to explain how the prospects of
equal rights are gelling dimmer and dimmer.
SNUGSY: I get so confused
sometimes. What exactly are
equal rights? Pro-choicers
claim that men and women
have an equal right to treat anything in their bodies anyway
they choose, while pro-lifers
claim that women and men
have an equal right to protect
the 'life' of their unborn
progeny!
Liberals claim that rich people and poor people have an :
equal right to a college educa- •
tion, while conservatives claim
that poor people and rich people have an equal right to keep
the money they earn! Who's

"The Amazing Adventures of
Snugsy in Garbageland" - Part
6: Snugsy Learns How to Hate.
NARRATOR: And then, Snugsy, the insufferably cute little
critter of an unknown species,
having learned much from the
Magic Smidlits during her stay
in their enchanted land, said
goodbye to her newfound
friends and headed down the
chocolate cupcake lane once
again, when she ran into Mike
Martone, who was feeling particularly bitter that week.
MIKE MARTONE: I'm in
hell.
SNUGSY: Gee, Mike! You've
cheered up since we last met!
MIKE: Shut up. This week, I'- right?
ve been depressed by just how
MIKE: Big words for a
much hate is left in the world.
bunny. Hmmmmmmm. I'll adWhen I was younger, my his- mit that I don't really know.
tory classes left me with the When rights collide, the highimpression that progress was est-priority rights are supposed
forward and irreversible, with to be those protected by the
the atrocities at Selma and Ole' Constitution.
Miss incapable of being reBut the 13th amendment pro- ■'
peated in our enlightened pre- hibiting involuntary servitude
sent, and the progress that was is ignored whenever the
still needed would build on government needs to draft solwhat was already accom- diers, and the Sth amendment
preventing seizure of property
plished.
But in the last half year I've without due compensation is
been witnessing the rise of Neo- ignored every April 15th.
Nazism in Germany and antiI guess that the only real
Semitism in the Soviet Disunion equal right that exists is an
parallel the rise of David Duke equal right to try to hang onto
in the United States and Jean- anything you can grab.
Marie LePen in France.
SNUGSY: ••"SPLAT!!!""
Is this just a side effect of an
HECTOR HIPPO: I'm back!
economic global burp, or have
MIKE: Oh, now I remember!
people ALWAYS hated each
OSCAR WILDE: Just get the
other, while feigned tolerance hell out of here, all of you!
was merely imposed from
Mike Martone is a columnist
above? Are we permanently for the BG News.

Responses wanted
Signed letters or columns
exress the beliefs of the individual writer, and in no way
represent the opinion of The
News.
Letters of the editor should
be 200-300 words in length.
All letters must be typed,
signed and include the

writer's telephone number,
address or on-campus mail
box, plus class rank or occupation, major and hometown.
Telephone numbers and
addresses are for verification
purposes only and will not be
published unless otherwise
requested.

U

The News also reserves the
right to edit any submitted
work for clarity and brevity.
If not submitting a letter or
guest column in person,
please address the submission to:
The BG News
210 West Hall
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Japanese not to blame
for U.S. economic woes
American auto makers must also help end recession
As the presidential races
really start to heat up, we are
seeing the bombardment of the
American public by propaganda and rhetoric from all the
candidates regarding what
they'll do for this country. The
issues? Unless you've had your
head buried in the sand, you
should all know them. (1) The
Economy, (2) The Economy, (3)
The Economy.
Last month, President Bush
visited Asia to discuss trade.
Perhaps most significantly, he
visited Japan. The purpose of
his visit (no puke jokes here!)
was to get the Japanese to open
up their market to American
products (for example, automobiles.)
On a side note, did you know
the trade deficit between the
U.S. and Japan has actually decreased in the last five years?
In that time span, American
exports to Japan have doubled.
However, the business leaders
of this country would rather
you didn't know that. It tarnishes the image of Japan
"screwing us" in trade.
Think about this. Why are the

PerrfetSah

for the Japanese, who drive on
the left side of the road. This
just doesn't work well. How
many cars do you see with the
steering wheel on the right side
of the car here in the U.S.?
Also, American cars are BIG
(just look at the monstrous
Chevrolet Caprice Classic). In
case you didn't know, Japan
suffers from a slightcase of
overcrowding; having to leave
space for large parking lots and
negotiating the crowded streets
of cities like Tokyo isn't high on
their wish list.
In comparison to Japanese
cars, American cars are "gas
guzzlers." So in a practical
sense, is it any surprise that the
Japanese don't want our cars?
On a more domestic note,
let's look at America's largest
(for that matter, the world's
largest) company - General
Motors. This international
behemoth is large enough to affect the economy of the United
States with its actions.

Tin United States Is an
economic giant However,
that is no guarantee that it
will always do well.

"Big Three" automakers
having problems selling their
cars in Japan? Sure, the
Japanese government limits
the importing of foreign cars,
but how about some practical
reasons?
For example, American cars
have the steering wheel on the
left side of the car. This is great
for the U.S., where we drive on
the right side of the road, but it
makes it really inconvenient

parts make about a third of
that.
In a recent interview with
Time magazine, GM's CEO was
asked about the seemingly excessive salaries of upper-level
executives in America. In response, he said, "I'll be happy to
exchange pay with any
Japanese CEO." If he's sincere
about that statement, I would
like to see him take a voluntary
pay cut down to the level of
Japanese CEOs. When you see
that his salary is equivalent to
the salary of more than 70 factory workers (and he's laying
off 74,000 of them), you have to
ask some questions.
Again, I don't claim to be anything but a lowly liberal artseducated student columnist
wannabe, but I have a "proposal" to help GM trim its operating costs.

What lays at the foundation of
the economic woes of the U.S.?
I don't know (but neither do
many so-called experts). So
whai should we look for as the
presidential candidates start
spouting familiar (and popular)
slogans of "America First" and
"Buy American?" We, as a nation, must realize that it really
doesn't matter if we no longer
are the hegemonic power that
was the case after World War
II.
What we must emphasize is a
Did you know that GM loses healthy economy that is stable
and on good terms with the rest
$15 million a day?!!!!
As a result (at least partially),
The United States is an ecoright before this past Christmas GM announced plans to nomic giant. However, that is
layoff 74,000 employees and no guarantee that it will always
close an additional 21 plants.
do well. In order to do that, the
Now I don't claim to be a fi- businesses, and in particular
nancial genius (Visa can attest the CEOs, must re-think their
to that), but why does it seem to policy of how to lead the finanme that GM could find other cial growth and well-being of
ways to reduce costs? The CEO this country.
of GM earns an annual salary in
Perrin Sah is a senior politiexcess of $2 million. Mean- cal science major from Strongswhile, his Japanese counter- ville, Ohio.

Seniors..

WRRO for women rights
There is a definitive affiliation between women and the
childbearing function, and this
association cuts through all socioeconomical, racial, political,
moral and religious boundaries.
The focus of every woman's
sexual experience has consistently implied childbearing.
Although, due to these inevitable societal differences, no
woman's sexuality can be classified in such a simplistic or
universal way.
Additionally, not all women
are able to have children
and amazingly enough, some
have no desire to do so. To
uphold the freedoms of women
in exercising their sexuality
outside the context of the nuclear family, fundamental
rights involving reproduction
must be understood.
The reproductive rights of
women are concentrated within
four primary realms: the right
to birth control, the right to
abort a pregnancy and the right
to protect themselves from
sexually transmitted diseases
and from sterilization.

Kritine Urruda, Christina
Philip
Guest Columnists
Therefore, the recent accessibility to condoms is of utmost
concern and the removal of this
form of family planning and of
disease prevention from residence halls is unacceptable!
Unfortunately, condoms do
not make sexual intercourse
100 percent safe, but they do
reduce the possibilities of contracting sexually transmitted
diseases such as syphilis, gonorrhea, chlamydia, genital herpes and especially AIDS.
Moreover, if those in opposition to condom machines
maintain "sex is a human
need," then it is ludicrous to assume any populous state of abstention. Presupposing a pluralistic society, we begin with an
assumption of diversity rather
than unity.
Merely providing condoms
does not entail or condone

promiscuous behavior. Furthermore, it encourages awareness and allows for the right to
freedom in a person's chosen
degree of sexuality.
And contrary to some beliefs,
abstinence does not guarantee a
better sense of "self-esteem" or
of "self-dignity." That is a preposterous boast.
As members of the Bowling
Green State University Womens' Reproductive Rights Organization, we have defined our
main goal as the affirmation of
a woman's choice in her methods of reproduction.
It is also our hope to overcome the boundaries that separate the woman's experience in
our male-constructed society,
and allow for the individual's
freedom to choose her own possibilities and destiny without
the approval of others.
Kristine Umttla is the president of the University's Women*' Reproductive Rights Organization, and Christina Phillips is secretary of WRRO.

You're
Out!
of the 1992 KEY
yearbook senior section
if you miss this
last portrait session.

Last
4
days!
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Demand is heavy, so preschedule your session time now by calling
1 -800-969-1 337 or 1-800-969-1338.
If s your last chance for some quality personal portraits and to be part of the 1992 KEY yearbook. Call now!
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IFC hears black greeks'
reason for absenteeism

byUwpryTurca
The BC News

Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha
Psi and Phi Beta Sigma -- AfricanAmerican Greek Organizations -responded harshly to the Jan. 20
Interfraternity Council Presidents and Reps meeting during
Monday night's Interfraternity
Council meeting open forum.
A memo directed to Jeff Merhlge, president of Interfraternity
Council, was read by Willie Garrett, Phi Beta Sigma member, on
behalf of the presidents and representatives of Alpha Phi Alpha,
Kappa Alpha Psi and Phi Beta
Sigma fraternities.
Letters were sent out to Alpha
Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi and
Phi Beta Sigma asking them to attend the business meeting.
The memo stated their absence
from the meeting stemmed from
the fact that Jan. 20 was the observation of the celebration of
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday.
"We all thought, that you being
in such an immense position of

MAKE YOUR
SUMMER

COUNT!
with
Ccreer-ltelqteti
Experience

power and being in attendance at
an institution of higher learning,
would be well aware of this important historial date and the
numerous contributions made to
American society by our late
brother," the memo stated.
Shouting broke out after the
meeting over a comment made by
an IFC member, saying IFC
should have publicly canceled the
Jan. 20 meeting. A handful of
black greek members took
offense to Merhige's comment at
the end of the meeting, "I'll see
you on the 29th [a IFC-related
meeting]. Hope there's not a holiday."
In the memo, the predominately black greek organizations
stated they will not accept "being
in a society that operates on the
exclusion of people of color."
The memo reminds Interfraternity Council that King
spoke of equality and racial
tolerance, two concepts that
"should be practiced here at
Bowling Green State University
and abroad."
The conclusion of the memo
said that an organization of
National Panhellenic Council is
still being pursued.
"It is this sort of nonchalant,
non-tolerant attitude that has
helped us to see a change has to
be made," the memo stated.
It went on to say, "We believe

Smile!

the most recent oversight and
other untimely happenings could
be avoided if we are granted our
own entity. You may be unable to
accept and embrace this idea but
that won't stop our diligent journey to the organization of
N.P.H.C. on this campus!"
The memo was read during the
open forum of the meeting, which
allows a member to comment on
what is stated during this time.
Rather than commenting on the
memo, another topic was brought
up and the matter overlooked until David Burch, Sigma Phi Epsilon, brought the memo up for discussion.
"This is the biggest thing happening in our time and it should
not be overlooked," Burch said.
Merhige then apologized to
Willie Garrett, Alpha Phi Alpha,
Kappa Alpha Psi and Phi Beta
Sigma. He mentioned, "It was a
standard IFC Presidents and
Reps meeting and that IFC had no
intention of taking away from the
holiday."
The conflict stems from
several predominantly black
greek organizations wanting a
separate governing body - the
National Panhellenic Council. It
has not yet been granted.
Rush dates for the Fraternity
Spring Rush are set for Jan. 28,
30 and Feb. 3 and 5.

The BG Nr wiAJ.y Murdock

Rick Pitettl of Carl Wolf Studio poses senior Melissa Green for her portrait Monday morning. Senior
portraits are being taken until the end of the week. Contact The Key for information.

BG landlord damages delivery truck

SUMMER
JOB
Anger caused Doug Valentine to kick car and damage Ryder delivery vehicle
SATURDAY byBUuMcNamara
the Rallview Building, on Gould
breaking a law," he said.
The BG News
He said Valentine then left the
Street when he observed that a
is a 3 hr Workshop
for Frosh, Soph, & Jrs

Feb. 1st
10 am
1007 BA Building
DON'T MISS IT!
Call 372-2451

Preferred Properties and
Piedmont Properties landlord
Doug Valentine could face criminal damage charges after an Incident in which he rammed his
front loader into a delivery truck
in an attempt to move it out of his
way.
About 10 am. Wednesday, Jan.
IS, according to police, Valentine
and two of his employees were
clearing snow from his property,

HAIR UNLIMITED
Has Moved to 248 N. Main
(next door to The Wash House)
FULL HAIR CARE & NAILS
Open 7 days a week

truck making a delivery to a
business on the property, BG
Flooring, 419 Gould St., was
blocking his path.
Valentine asked the delivery
person, Ray Westcott, of Lancaster, Ohio, to move and Westcott
informed him he was almost done
with his delivery and would move
shortly.
According to the report, Valentine turned and kicked a car
parked nearby, got into his truck
and proceeded to plow the delivery truck out of his way, moving
the vehicle about 50 to 75 feet.
Westcott had to jump out of the
way to avoid injury.
Valentine could not be reached
for comment, but told police he
asked Westcott to move three
times and on the final time
threatened to move the delivery
truck himself. He said he did not
mean to damage the vehicle and
"stands by his actions."
Westcott, a delivery person for
Columbus Carpet Distributing in
Columbus, said he had a very
different recollection of the incl-

'1 told him [the area] was plowed, but he said he didn't
care. Ha said he was the owner of the property and could
do whatever he wanted."

Ray Westcott, delivery employee
dent.
He said he parked in an area
that had already been plowed and
Valentine told him to move.
Westcott pointed out he was
parked in an area that had
already been plowed.
"I told him [the area] was
plowed, but he said he didn't care.
He said he was the owner of the
property and could do whatever
he wanted," he said.
Westcott said he told Valentine
he just had to drop off a delivery
and have an employee sign for it
and he would be gone. He also
told Valentine to talk to his customer if he had a problem. Valentine went into BG Flooring and
talked to one of the employees,
telling him he wanted Westcott to

M-VV & Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
TR & F
9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun.
Noon-6 p.m.

move immediately.
"I said 'Go ahead. You can't
move it, I've got the keys,' "
Westcott said.
According to Westcott, Valentine said if Westcott didn't move
the truck he would move it for
him. Westcott stood between Valentine's front loader and his delivery truck.
"I didn't want the equipment to
get damaged, so I blocked his
way. He hesitated, thought about
it and decided to put it in gear.
When he got within six to 12 feet
of me, I jumped out of the way,"
he said.
Westcott said Valentine
rammed into the truck, moving it
about 50 feet, raising it off the
ground and damaging the rear
hydraulic system.
"I thought what he did was
wrong ... totally asinine. That's

COUNSELORS '
TEACHERS

scene of the incident.
Westcott said his company
plans to take Valentine to court
unless he pays for damages to the
truck, which is property of Ryder
Truck Rental In Columbus. Westcott also said Valentine kicked a
car, and scared the two children
occupying it, in a fit of anger before plowing Into the delivery
vehicle.
Ruth Hasselman, the owner of
the vehicle, was upset by the incident because her two schoolage children were waiting inside
the car while she was in the Ohio
License Bureau.
"He kicked my car and scared
my children quite badly," she
said.
Hasselman said her children
were exposed to harsh language
and believes Valentine had to
have seen the two children in the
vehicle before he kicked it.
"I feel the kind of language Mr.
Valentine used was unacceptable
... [the whole incident] was totally
uncalled for," she said.
Hasselman said she did not see
the actual incident but her children did.

Tuxedo Junctiorr
Upstairs

THERE ARE REWARDS...
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Tuesdays Special

8 oz. New York Strip Steak Dinner
with Potato & Side Dish
Only $6.50
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95+ card holders.

The KEY, yearbook, is looking for people who
# want to be involved
* want to gain professional
valuable experience
■k want to have fun
Call 372-8086 or Stop by West Hall

Come Live With Us
Summer & Fall

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

o

WANTED
Seniors with special talents,
unique Ideas or even a bizarre
job. The KEY wants to profile
you in this year's senior section.
Pick up an application at
28 West Hall.
Don't miss out on a great opportunity!

8th & High- Rental Office
located ill C'lu-rryxiooil I I.MIIII Spa

If you enioy the outdoor, ore odept ot compog. hiking and sports activities, and con pantively influence people, we invite you to putsue o tewardng future os one of our Counselor/Teachers Asoleoderinaijoirry programs
lor youth-ot-TBk. we hove mmedOte UVE-IN
pcetrer* ovofobte « our year-round widernesscrjmpimR.NC.IN.Irl.VTondNH you I
beorole model lor troubled Iuds.ogej10tol7
whchrequresonexcelentattitude and strong
communtcation sMb CMd care experience/
coHeoe degree m preferred
Weoffwastortivj 0(514664 orWcornpreherv
srve benefits, rckjding room and board bfe/
medical "isurance. and paid vocations and
holidoys Interviews are being held on feb 7th
a(Jth»itheloledo.Ohioarea Pleasecalour
staff recruiter. Surome Gulch, at l-fJOO-2221473. to schedule on nferview. or send your
resume to fCKHD FAMtY YOUTH AltOMATIVES.INC.lt llo<270.Lo.oop.NC 27034
AnEOEM/f Drug free workpkxe

Dollar Days Happy Hoir
7-9
WELL DRINKS-$1
MARGARITA'S-$1
LONG ISLAND-S2
(?V
M0N.-TAC0'S-$1
^f^- TUES.-SUBS-$1
WED.-WINGS-S1

AM) IIIKN I MERE
ARE REWARDS.
BREAK THE CYCIE
CHANGE YOUNG IIVES

A110H. MUl 862-9222^

352-9378
9 & 12 Mo. Looses
•Fox Run
'Dire
•Dirchwood Ploce
•Piedmont
r
'Hot
•Houses
'Hoven House Manor
*Mir
•Mini-Moll
'Small Duildings
'Fro
•Frontier Housing
Efficiencies. 1 D.R., 2 D.R., Furnished
or Unfurnished & Loundry Facilities

All Rentals Have Full Use Of
Cherrvwood Health Spa

BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB,
GET A SIX INCH SUB FOR 99 <

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE!
353-0204
Delivery Hours: Fri and Sat. 5-12p.m. Sunday 12-5p.m.
minimum delivery $3.50

WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY!

•SUBWfiV*
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Drivers intsructed on
precautionary actions
Proper running condition, preparedness a must
by MchaH Ziwackl
The BC News
Winter's fury, or flury, can be
released at any given time. A
warning to winter travelers, don't
be left out in the cold.
Motorists should make sure
their car is in proper running
condition before traveling out on
those potentially icy, and ill kept
roads until spring arrives.
The Wood County Health Department reminds winter drivers
to maintain a regular check on oil
pressure, tire pressure and tread
size, wiper fluid and brake fluid.
"Prevention is the first thing
you want to be sure of," said
Joanne Sommers, health educator at the Wood County Health
Department.

Sommers said in case of a winter emergency there are certain
necessities that should be in
every travelers car:
■ candles, matches and/or
flashlight;
■ non perishable, dry foods
such as dried fruits and nuts;
■ flags or flares to signal rescuers;
■ a snow shovel and an ice and
snow brush;
■ a car tool kit and jumper cables;
■ a small bag of salt or kitty liter to provide traction; and
■ blankets, hats, scarves and
boots.
Sommers said if you are
trapped in your car on snow
Sommers added to never eat
snow since it will chill you. Instead melt the snow in a coffee or
nut can first before drinking.

"Exercise, like clapping your
hands, is important because it
will warm you, but too much will
also increase body heat loss,"
said Sommers.
Sommers added it is important
to keep the gas tank full because
the car's engine uses more fuel in
the cold weather,
covered roads, stay in your vehicle to avoid overexposure to the
elements and overexertion and
stay warm and awake for survival.
"You don't want to come down
with hypothermia," said Sommers.
Make sure the exaust pipe is
cleared of snow and ice before
running your car, to avoid a build
up of carbon monoxide, and run
the engine and heater sparingly,
no more than 10 minutes every
hour.

Union
Continued from page 1.

Retirees always complain, said
retiree Lulu Kemmerer, 79, of
Fleetwood, Pa., who suffers from
throat cancer but still gets by.
"Every year the Social Security
goes up," she said. "They can
take care of themselves."
Much criticism of Bush bubbles to the surface; he is ridiculed
for his trip to Japan and for buying socks at J.C. Penney's to boost
the economy.
"He just found out there was a
recession the other day," scoffed
Jose Medina, SI, an airline mechanic who lost his job when Pan
American World Airways went
under.
"Politicians these days don't
seem to come from Middle America like they used to," said Robert
Dlxon, manager of a printing
company in Fayetteville, N.C. He
said Bush "doesn't really understand."
The prospect that Bush would
propose a middle-class tax cut
created no enthusiasm.
"Tax cuts are not going to impact people who are unemployed," said Dorothy DeWltty, a
city council member In Tulsa,
Okla.
Business people and ranchers
pumped for a capital gains tax
cut and an Investment tax credit
- and a relaxation of environmental regulations.
Even Michael DeShazo, night
manager at Jesus House, a homeless shelter in Oklahoma City,
Okla., saw sense in "tax cuts to

"I think President Bush should look inward toward the
country rattier than outward toward the world."
Lex Geary, Pittsburgh
small businesses to hire more
people, expand the work force."
But people were thinking long
term - and in that regard had
much to say about the state of
America's schooling and about
health care.
"Any country that doesn't take
care of its children is going to be
very short-lived," said graduate
student Stacy Kaser, 35, who runs
the electron-microscopy lab at
the University of New Mexico.
"This is the first generation
where the children won't do as
well as their parents," said
George Seymour, a biology
teacher in Watervliet, N.Y.
Barbara Gordon, a cafe manager in Raleigh, N.C, worried
"that the next generations are not
going to be prepared for what
they'll have to deal with."
Anna Hoffman, 48, a nursery
school teacher for 14 years in
New York City, said she would
like "to pound into Bush's head
that the future of the country lies
in the young... How have they the
audacity to cut back on education!?"
As for health: "If something Is
not done about socializing med-

Police Blotter
♦ Jay J. Stockwell, 18, was
cited for underage consumption and disorderly conduct
Friday. Stockwell was an "unwelcome visitor" who was intoxicated and pounding on the
door of a Clough Street resident
who called police from her
neighbor's apartment. After
police took him into custody,
Stockwell escaped from the
back seat of the police unit but
was apprehended in the parking lot of Ranch Steak and Seafood, 1544 E. Wooster St. Because he was reported to be
verbally abusive, Stockwell
was handcuffed and transported to the Wood County Justice
Center rather than being processed at the police station,
police said.
♦ A resident of University
Lane reported receiving an obscene message on her answering machine Friday. There was
breathing, a male voice saying,
"I'm caught, I'm caught," kissing sounds, a sound like a
squeaky toy and sounds of beating the phone receiver on a
table, police said.
♦ A resident of High Street
reported someone had broken
into her car by smashing in the
front passenger side window
while it was parked near Video
Connection, 1216 W. Wooster
St., Saturday. The thieves attempted to steal the stereo but
only managed to steal the control knobs from the stereo.
Nothing else was missing from
the vehicle, police said.
♦ Darin Stoutenborough, 19,
286 Phi Kappa Tau house, was
cited for underage consumption and littering Saturday on
the corner of Manville Avenue
and Clough Street. Stoutenborough threw an open container

icine, it's only the very rich who
will get good health care."
Prasong Nurack, owner and
chief cook of a Thai restaurant in
Des Moines, so loves America
that he holds special days in the
restaurant celebrating free
speech and other constitutional
rights. But he worries about
health care.
"Everybody should have health
care, no matter if you have a job," Continued from page 1.
he said. "In Thailand they do it, in Bureau Federation, is worried
America, why not?"
about ongoing trade talks, the
A few offer the president ad- General Agreement on Trade
vice - "He's got to tell the people and Tariffs.
"We just need to hang tough,"
that if s about time you make a
better product," said Douglas Swank said. "It's important to
Blesi, 69, a retired Minneapolis the farmers that we don't get
dentist visiting Miami - but sold out in the GATT negotiamany say the Job is too big for tions."
any one person.
Swank also wants to see the
"He's not a god," said Annette capital gains tax reduced so
Turns, 42, of Harrisburg, Pa.
that farmers who sell land
"I'm not so sure it's one man's
Job," Is how Nedra Hoard of aren't penalized, and to see tax
Westfield, Ind., put it during a credits that would help farmers
visit to San Antonio, Texas. "We invest in equipment.
John R. Hodges, president of
all need to reassess what we're
doing, and what we've asked the the Ohio AFL-CIO, would like to
government and what we've hear President Bush declare a
asked of each other."
national industrial policy to
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ARCHERY AWARENESS
Begins January 20, 1992

All You Can Eat

• Soup'n'Salad
• Hot Entrees

Stop in any time!

Monday &Wednesday between 7-9 pm
at the Student Recreation Center

$3.99
$4.75

Quantum 90 card occepted all day for off campus sludenls
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students

Don't Die Wondering...

PHI SIGS
Tonight 7:30 - 9:30 at
the Commons
"Robot Boxing"

help this country remain competitive with Europe and Asia.
He thinks the government
should encourage American
corporations to invest in longterm strategies - investments
some companies have been unwilling to make for fear of
shaving profit margins.
"There's going to have to be
things to help industries succeed, because the stockholders,
as you know, will be crying for
a dividend," Hodges said.
A national health care plan
could be part of that, he said,
noting that Japan's national
system eliminates the need for
companies to pay for medical

plans. That lowers the cost of
each item produced.
"What he should say is, "The
next year of my presidency will
be exclusively devoted to the
quality of life of the American
people and here's my plan: universal health care for every
American,' " said Rep. Mary
Rose Oakar, D-Ohio and chairperson of the Bipartisan Caucus for Health Care Reform.

♦ An employee of Greenwood
Coin Laundry, 1616 E. Wooster
St., reported a balding older
man was seen masturbating inside the laundromat by a customer Sunday, police said.
♦ The Yum Yum Tree, 1060
N. Main St., reported a breaking and entering and theft of
about $6 from the cash register
Sunday. The locks were
stripped off, possibly with
channel locks, and the subjects
had to go through two doors to
enter the premises.

"But he wont. He won't have
a comprehensive jobs bill or
training bill or comprehensive
health bill for this country.
He'll give scotch tape approaches," Oakar said.

KAPPA DELTA
proudly presents their
iWeir Initiates:
Trina Armstrong

Lauren Bruno

Jenny Burkey

Meli.su Cox

Anissa Ellison
*S*S Sue Kapp

Lori Kaserman
Christena Huntebrinker

Kim Kimble

Maureen McDonald

Sue Pettit
Janese Rosebrook

• Baked Potato w/sour cream
• Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union

♦ A resident of Orchard
Circle reported a man wearing
a black leather jacket was masturbating in front of her residence while looking into her
windows, police said.
♦ Craig R. Daniels, 19, Portage, Ohio, was cited for
underage consumption Saturday.
♦ Jason M. Crowell, 18, 1327
Charles St., cited for underage
consumption Sunday at Howard's Club H, 210 N. Main St.,
police said.
♦ Matthew J. Fyffe, 505
Clough St. B23, was cited for
underage consumption at a loud
party at his residence, police
said.
♦ Robert B. Hoffisis, 24,
12985 Kramer Lane, was cited
for DUI and running a red light
Sunday at the intersection of
South Main and Clough streets,
police said.
♦ David M. Han kins, 21, 516
E. Reed St., was cited on one
count of criminal damaging
Sunday. A neighbor said she
observed Hankins, intoxicated,
smashing the rear view mirror
on a car parked on Lehman
Avenue after leaving a party
down the street, police said.

.! If! FRIENDS DRIVE DRUM

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER

Bowl fN' Greenery

of beer to the ground when he
observed a police unit, police
said.
♦ A resident of South Church
Street reported someone stole
the driver's side door from his
Jeep while it was parked on
West Oak Street Saturday,
police said.
♦ Shannan L. Davis, 20, 400
Napoleon Road #335, was cited
for underage possession and
Michael J. Kaska, 20, 615 Second St. #1, for furnishing alcoholic beverages to underage
persons Saturday in Kaska's
apartment. Police had been responding to a complaint of loud
banging and yelling coming
from the apartment, police
said.
♦ An employee of Society
Bank, 1098 N. Main St., reported an attempt to cash a fraudulent check Saturday. The employee said a woman about 20
years old with shoulder-length
curly blond hair drove up to the
auto teller window and asked
for a deposit slip and a Pell
Grant application. The suspect
attempted to cash a check
worth $709.81, asking for
$689.81 cash and a $20 deposit.
The teller was suspicious of the
suspect's behavior and called
the bank from which the check
was written to verify the account. The check was fraudulent but the suspect had become
nervous and had already left
and could not be located, police
said.
♦ A resident of South Grove
Street reported receiving obscene phone calls Saturday.
The suspect told the victim he
was masturbating and said he
was sorry he had sex with her
because he has AIDS, police
said.

Ohio
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11:30-2:00
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Tamira Tindira

Come and learn more about Archery!

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
MAJORING IN
Clinical Psychology
Physical Therapy
L»,~
(Won
Discover a challenging,
rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

Jennifer TanMichelle Yergin

A.O.T.

For more information contact Lauren Mangili at

372-2711

Michelle Quinn

ft)**
Tired of Being a Face in
the Crowd?
Check out

Winthrop Terrace
Apts
and be someone
Special!
Call

352-9135

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT
(216) 826-4510

1-800-332-AIDS
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Sorority Row will receive furniture
Modular units for greek members will be purchased by the University
by AsNty Matthawi
The BC News
The last time Wayne Colvin, director of Greek Life and Small
Group Housing, can remember
furniture being replaced in the
greek units, Nixon was president
and American
troops were in
Vietnam.
However,
next year
$141,000 wUl be
used to purchase new furniture for
houses in sorority row. These
include the Al- Colvln
pha Oraicron Pi, Alpha Chi
Omega, The French House, Kappa Delta, Chi Omega and Phi Mu
houses.

ranged in various ways by stacking and lofting or bunking beds.
Some rooms In greek units are
smaller than standard residence
hall rooms, and do not have the
capacity for the same furniture,
Colvin said.
"You can personalize your
room without breaking the furniture," Arnholt said.
Each chapter affected by the
change will have one representative on a committee to make decisions concerning which company to purchase from.

Tin glad that it's going to happen. It's a shame that it's
taken this long."
Elena Peters, Chi Omega member
renovations.
A total of $1,531,450 has been
approved for the University's
1992-93 Auxiliary Improvement
Projects, the name for planned
improvements. This includes all
residence halls and greek units.
This figure Is determined by
the Faculty Senate Committee,
based on a proposal from Residential Services and Colvin, who
is in charge of coordinating the
projects.
Over the next 10 years, an estimated $51 million will be
needed for improvements in residence halls and greek units. This
is because structural parts of
many residence balls date back to
the 50s and 60s, and will need to
be replaced in the next decade.
Improvements include replacing roofs, plumbing, carpet and
furniture.

"The problem we have Is that
based on our current funding
model, we will be 25 to 30 million
[dollars] short to complete necessary renovations," Colvin said.
"One of the problems that we
have is competing between infrastructure type things and quality
of life type things," Colvin added.
"I've had the proposal In for new
furniture since 1986."
Reaction toward the purchase
of the furniture from students
seems to be positive.
"I'm glad that it's going to happen," Chi Omega Elena Peters
said. "It's a shame that It's taken
this long."
Phi Mu House Director Christine Wagenfuehr believes her
residents will like the changes.
"I think they will be happy
about it, anything to update it
would be acceptable," she said.

"What our plan Is, is to identify
a half dozen companies and ask
them to come to campus with
samples," Colvin said.
The final decision will be based
on student evaluations, written
bids and official estimates. Colvin hopes the negotiations will be
completed later this semester
This purchase will be the first and the furniture installed by
in an effort to provide new furni- fall.
ture for all greek units and resiEach year Residential Services
dence halls.
Residence Life wants the furni- receives money from the Univerture to be modular in fashion, sity for renovations, upkeep and
meaning it can be shaped in maintenance of the living units
on campus.
different ways.
The amount received is based
Scott Ziance, first ward councilperson, has announced the dates
Assistant Director of Greek on available money from depre- of his quarterly ward meetings. They will be at 7:30 p.m. in the
Life JoAnn Arnholt compares it ciation accounts funded by room Wood County Senior Citizens Center, 305 N. Main St., on the folto Leggos because the desks, payments. Accumulated interest
beds and dressers can be ar- from the accounts is used for lowing dates: Jan. 28, April 21, July 21 and Oct. 20.

Ziance announces meetings

Workshop helps education majors
by UM CailaglMr
The BG News
For 3,798 University students,
their school days are just beginning when they graduate.
That's the number of students
which were enrolled last semester in the College of Education
and Allied Professions, the
largest school at the University.
According to the education department, the college has grown
considerably from the 1984 total
of 2,372 students. Last year there

were 560 seniors that graduated tion," said Amy Davis, a senior
with an education degree. The majoring in learning-disabled
number is expected to be about education. "It scares me to know
that I have all those people to
the same this year.
But with all these students gra- compete with for a job." Pam Alduating In one field and the re- len, assistant director of Placecent problems with the economy, ment Services said the way to get
how is anyone expected to find a a job is through good interviewing techniques and a strong rejob?
Many students wonder about sume.
this each day as they take classes
To accomplish these goals, a
at the University, observe classes
and student teach at local program called Super Start Saturday has been set up to help edschools.
"I know there are a lot of stu- ucation majors find a job.
dents looking for jobs in educaThe program was held on Jan.
18 in the Union's Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. Allen, the main
speaker, instructed the audience
on how to write a resume and
prepare for a job interview.
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21 and Over
SI.00 cover after 9:30
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day *
GOOD THINGS DON'T
ALWAYS COME TO
THOSE WHO WAIT.

Open Mon. -Frl. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5

157 N. Main St. 353-4244
(Across from Uptown)
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Campus Manor
APARTMENTS
505 Clough St.
All Utilities arc
paid except electric
Close to campus
2 Bedroom
Off street Parking
24 hr. EM. Maintenance

We Gladly Accept Checks
and Credit Cards

SBLGE RIBBON PHOTO £

city editor
Issues concerning education, defense spending, and health
care were discussed during an information session on democratic presidential hopeful Bob Kerrey Monday night.
Fifth district campaign manager for Tom Sorosiak spoke of
Kerrey's background and qualifications for the office, and said
Kerrey did not "play into party politics."
"Kerrey is in politics because he belives in issues, not as a career," he said.
Among the issues discussed was Kerrey's plans for a health
care program which would be sponsored by the federal government. Called "Health Care USA," the program would enable all
United States citizens to have full medical benefits at a nominal
cost.
Sorosiak said it is becoming increasingly difficult for businesses to pay for their employees's health costs and if the
government became the prime source for health insurance,
businesses would actually be able to create more jobs - which
would enhance the American economy.
The program would be financed through a 5 percent payroll
tax without any contribution from businesses. Preventive health
care would be free of charge and the most a family would potentially pay for the plan would be $2,000 per year if it was necessary.
Sorosiak said the program would actually save $150 billion in
the first two to three years of its inception. Then the money is
planned to be distributed to other programs.
"Kerrey will take the money saved from Health Care USA and
redirect into areas which will enhance the growth of the country
such as education," he said.
Cuts in defense spending and increased attention on education
are also issues the Nebraska senator is promising to work for,
Sorosiak said.
According to Sorosiak, Kerrey does not want to completely
eliminate defense spending because he belives it is necessary to
maintain a strong country, but he wants to cut the spending by 20
percent ~ which he said would not hurt the job market
Sorosiak said Kerrey understood the problems recent college
graduates will face in the near future, because of the deficit and
higher cost of living that will result.
"College is becoming almost unforseable for the middle class
with its rising costs," said Kerrey in a video during the presentation.

USG
Continued from page

Stop in today for a complete listing
for Summer and Fall 92.

RE MANAGEMENT

113 Railroad St.

how the University is run,"
Yeager said.
He added he had received responses by 40 students, including
members of Amnesty International, consenting to participate
in a letter-writing campaign to
oppose Bill 249.
In other business, three campus organizations were represented to speak on the situation of
condoms being present in the
vending machines.
Stacey Brocco, president of
Students For Life, opposed the
sale of condoms on campus
whereas Dawn McFadden of
Women's Reproduction Rights
Group spoke in favor of them.
"How many chances do you expect students to take with their
lives until they get AIDS?" Brocco asked the senators.
The General Assembly voted to
donate $250 to help defray the
$2,000 cost of the production of
"Black Anthology," a play that
will be presented as part of Black
History Month. The play is a history of African culture presented
in an entertaining manner.
Four new senators and a coordinator were appointed and confirmed into USG. The senators
include off-campus members
Scott Ryan and Scott Michaelis,
district senator Tara Pannett and
senator-at-large Jenny Mathe.
Monique Graham is the new
multi-cultural affairs coordinator.
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tion based their actions on the belief that citizens 18 years and
older had the skills to make decisions.
The bill was held off for disMost school districts in Michi- cussion until a later meeting.
The General Assembly also opgan, Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio
are very selective about who they posed a bill concerning R.O.T.C.
"I had no idea how to write a hire. In other states such as Mar- by a vote of 6-10-13. The bUl,
resume before, but this workshop yland, Texas, Florida and Alaska sponsored by senator Jeff
Yeager, was in response to a state
really helped me out," Davis said. it is much easier to get jobs.
bill introduced in October, which
"The Interviewing and job
hunting techniques were useful
Locally, the Sylvania school in turn, reacted to a budget bill
because they were very informa- districts are being very choosy in signed by Gov. George Voinovich
tive," said Pam Quail, a senior el- finding the right teachers and in July. The governor's bill proMaumee city schools just laid off hibited state universities from
ementary education major.
removing armed forces training
The purpose of the meeting seven employees.
"The best advice anyone can units.
was to prepare students for the
The governor's bill also would
Teacher Job Fair to be held April give an education major is not to
limit yourself in any one area, not allow restrictions on the pre7 in the Ballroom.
Ninety school districts and 16 and to meet as many people as sentation of career information
that is not enforced on the armed
states will be represented at the possible," Quail said.
forces and other institutions.
Senate Bill 249 was introduced to
make these restrictions a permanent amendment.
According to Yeager, in the
USG senate bill, this was done in
352-9951
2IO N. Main
response to various universities
- Including Bowling Green questioning R.O.T.C.'s policy
regarding homosexuals. Yeager
said Senate Bill 249 imposes seand
vere restrictions on Ohio univerAbusik
sities' right to self-determination.
Yeager said he was proposing
Tuesday Jan. 26
the bill because he believed students should be involved in such
situations concerning the University.
18-20 Welcome
"We as students have a say in
82.00 cover after 9:30

Solon Tortilla

For Students Currently Enrolled In Photo Class

EXP. 2/10/92

The market for elementary education is the toughest of all education majors because it is the
largest specialization in the college.
"Because of the economy, most
people start by (substitute teaching) in areas of concentration
they might not have particularly
wanted," Davis said.
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j 1 Hour Film Processing '
Cameras • Film • Lenses
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job fair. Over 2000 interviews
will be conducted at the fair and
many students will be called back
for second interviews.
Allen said employers think
University students are wellprepared for interviews and have
excellent field experience.
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TAKE THE LEAD...
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TOUR GUIDE!
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Applications are .
available to the first 150
applicants. Pick them up
in 118 McFall Center
weekdays 10:30 - 3:30.
They must be returned by
5pm on Wednesday,
February 5
Auditions held February 10 -14.
So, what are you waiting for?
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Tenants must clear own paths Initiative urges
City charges house tenants hourly for not shoveling sidewalks
by Drag later
The BG News

city, the city will contact its contractor to clear the sidewalks at
30 dollars an hour with a one hour
minimum.
"Our ordinance reads that 24
hours after a storm Is over the
sidewalks shall be clear of ice
and snow," Blair said. "Our whole
purpose Is to get the sidewalks
free of snow and ice."
Blalr stated that whi I the city
receives a complaint, two Inspectors are sent to see If the
complaint Is valid. If it Is, the
owner or the tenant is informed
and they have 24 hours to clear
the sidewalk.
If the allotted 24 hours expires
without the walks being cleared,
or if no one is home to be notified,
the city's contractor will remove
the snow and ice at a rate of 30

Snow and ice on sidewalks can
make walking dangerous, but
failing to clear the sidewalks
could be dangerous to your
wallet.
According to Public Works Director Bill Blalr, students living
in houses should check their
leases to determine if they are
responsible for removing the
snow and ice from their sidewalks.
Many leases on houses state the
tenant is responsible for lawn
care and snow removal.
If tenants do not have the sidewalks clean within a 24 hour
period after notification by the

dollars an hour.
"If someone says they have
classes all day and they'll get to it
tonight, It's no problem," Blair
said. "Obviously they can do it
cheaper than our contractor."
The contractor bills the city,
the city bills the property owner
and the property owner bills the
tenants.
Realtors are aware of the city's
policy and take steps to prevent
tenants from being charged.
Mary Newlove Noll, owner of
Newlove Rentals 328 S. Main St.,
said her company usually checks
the sidewalks and alerts tenants
who have a snow removal clause
in their lease.
"We Just give them a call and
remind them they should do it

themselves because the city
charges like crazy," she said.
Kim Roessner, manager of R.E.
Management 113 Railroad St.,
stated tenants used to be responsible for snow removal but now
the company does the Job.
"We usually try to get right out
and get them cleared off," she
said. "Our guys were out working
right after the last big snow."
John Newlove Real Estate 319
E. Wooster, has a similar policy
of notification to avoid being
charged by the city.
"We call around and remind
them there would be a charge
from the city if they didn't clean
their sidewalks," said Debbie, a
John Newlove rental manager,
who declined to reveal her last
name.

Shakespeare art to remain buried
cher portrait is considered "one
of Gainsborough's masterpieces," Shakespeare's image
will remain trapped between
canvas and the image of Fischer, according to Macreena
Doyle, coordinator of news services at St. Lawrence.
The Shakespeare painting
was discovered after six years
of research by Postle, who
serves as the deputy director of
the Institute of European Studies in London, through the use
of an X-ray.
In 1985, when Postle was
researching Gainsborough's
contemporary, Sir Joshua

Imagine solving a 220-yearold mystery only to have your
treasure irretrievably stowed
away.
That's what happened to St.
Lawrence University art history professor Martin Postle who
has found the famous "Shakespeare Between Comedy and
Tragedy" painting by Thomas
Gainsborough, lost more than
two centuries ago.
The problem is Postle found
the art work underneath another famous Gainsborough the artist's portrait of his sonin-law, musician Johann Christian Fischer. Because the Fis-

Reynolds, he came across a
book by W.S. Spanton, a professional copyist, who asserted
that Gainsborough's Shakespeare painting was hidden
underneath the Fischer portrait.
Postle pursued Spanton's
theory and found, in letters
written by Gainsborough in
1768, that the artist had painted
"Shakespeare Between
Comedy and Tragedy" for the
famous Shakespearean actor
David Garrick.
A few months later, Gainsborough wrote of his trouble
completing the painting, and in

early 1774 - the painting still
unfinished and unpaid for by
Garrick - Postle theorizes that
Gainsborough recycled the
canvas by painting the Fischer
portrait on top of the English
playwright.
The London Daily Mail reported the X-ray revealed
Shakespeare standing on the
right, gazing toward the sky
with one arm outstreched holding a quill pen. In the center of
the portrait is the kneeling figure of Comedy accompanied by
an almost indistinguishable
profile of Tragedy on the left.
Since the only way to retrieve
the painting is to destroy the
Fischer portrait, Shakespeare's
image will remain hidden. The
painting, part of the Royal Collection, will stay at the National
fired into a residence hall, Gallery in London.
Meanwhile, Postle will conbarely missing a sleeping stutinue to teach St. Lawrence student.
Some students said they were dents while trying to unravel
the reason for the cover-up.
scared.
"It's frightening," said Sandy
Bennett, a sophomore. "You're
afraid to walk on campus after
dark. You don't know what's going to happen."
Toledo police have assumed
responsibility for investigating
the murder, spokesperson Sgt.
m
Art Marx said.
He said Ms. Herstrum had
"numerous bullet holes," including a gunshot wound.

Cops investigating UT murder
TOLEDO (AP) - Police are
investigating the death of a
19-year-old nursing student
whose bullet-ridden body was
found on a University of Toledo
campus.
Melissa Ann Herstrum of
Rocky River was found early
Monday lying face down in the
snow on the university's Scott
Park campus, about one mile
south of the school's main campus, said Frank Pizzulo, director of campus police.
The body was discovered
shortly after Toledo police
received a telephone call from
a man saying a taxi cab driver
had been robbed in a campus
parking lot, and shots had been
fired, he said.
Police found no one in the
parking lot but decided to
search a nearby wooded area.
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"As one of the officers
walked around the corner of the
engineering technology center,
he saw a body lying on top of
the snow," Pizzulo said.
Pizzulo said the telephone
call came from a man who
claimed he was a dispatcher for
the Checker Cab. Co. But the
company said its dispatcher
didn't call police and that there
was no robbery.
It is the second crime involving gunfire at the university in
the last week.
On Jan. 20, five rounds from a
semi-automatic pistol were
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Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93
school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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RUSH
THETA CHI
Fraternity
Meet the Brothers
Sub Night
Pizza Night
Mexican Night

7:30-9:30
6:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30

Ohio Citizens Action demands consumers have the
'Right to Know' with the Initiative it is sponsoring in the
Ohio General Assembly.
Ohio Secretary of State Bob
Taft transmitted the Right to
Know initiative to the Ohio
General Assembly on Jan. 7,
after the proposal was submitted with a petition by Ohio
Citizens Action.
Ed Hopkins of Ohio Citizens
Action said the initiative, if
passed, will protect consumers from toxic Ingredients in products known to
cause cancer, birth defects or
reproductive system damage.
The Initiative calls for
warning labels on products
containing one or more of 4S8
chemicals deemed carcinogenic or damaging by
government agencies including the Food and Drug Administration, International Cancer Research Center and Environmental Protection
Agency, Hopkins said.
"We think people have the
right to make an informed
choice [among products] to
protect themselves," he said.
The Ohio Council of Retail
Merchants Is battling the initiative to keep Ohio businesses competitive and product prices low.
Ohio Council of Retail Merchants governmental affairs
Director Mark Bordus said
the initiative would put Ohio
businesses requiring the
warning label at a disadvantage since different labels
would be necessary for In-

"We think people have the
right to make an in formed
choice [among products] to
protect therm:elves."
Ed Hopkins, Ohio
Citizens Action member
state and out-of-state markets.
Companies using separate
labels would incur more costs
at warehouses, which would
be passed on to consumers in
the form of higher prices,
Bordus said.
Michael Pearson, University marketing professor, said
the warning label would
create inefficiency and
higher prices.
A warehouse supplies numerous states, and separate
labels for Ohio would be
costly, he said.
Hopkins said prices will not
rise because manufacturers
will use one label for all markets, rather than separate
labels for each market.
He said manufacturers requiring the warning label
would make their products
safe to avoid using the label.
The Right to Know initiative calls for the warning
label on products containing
one or more toxins known to
cause one case of cancer in an
exposed population of one
million people.
Ohio Citizens Action wrote
the initiative and circulated a
petition which gathered
104,000 signatures to force
manufacturers to produce
safer products, Hopkins said.

Pi Beta Phi House
Pi Beta Phi House
Theta Chi House
Theta Chi House

Theta Chi is an off-campus fraternity located at the corner
of Ridge & Main Streets. Theta Chi is traditionally among
the best in academics and athletics. Feel free to call for a
ride or information at 352-9001.
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warning labels
for toxic matter

Meet January 29,7:00 p.m. in the
West Hall Commons
Writers bring written "Travel" story ideas
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Priest speaks in Wooster Toledo native pleads guilty
Rev. Berrigan relates assorted past experiences tO torching abortion clifllCS
byMtdillWM
The Associated Press

of her trial on four federal charReed's lawyer, Gordon Senerges related to her anti-abortion ius, said he didn't know why his
activities.
client decided to plead guilty.

TOLEDO -- An anti-abortion activist linked to a string of abortion clinic fires pleaded guilty
Monday to torching several clinics and jumping bond nearly four
years ago.
Marjorie Reed, 50, of Toledo,
appeared before Judge Nicholas
Walinski in U.S. District Court in
Toledo.
Reed pleaded guilty to one
count of arson for a May 20,1986,
fire that destroyed the Center for
Choice. Damage from the fire
was estimated at $160,000.
She also pleaded guilty to one
count of arson in the June 8,1987,
fire that caused $200 in damage
to the exterior of the Toledo Medical Services Inc. building.
Reed pleaded guilty to bondjumping for fleeing Toledo in
September 1988 before the start

"Maybe she wanted to put it behind her. She has a teen-age
son. She's already spent time in federal prison. She's lost a
good deal of her life."

In addition, Reed pleaded
guilty to one count of arson for
trying to burn a Fairfield, N.J.
abortion clinic in October 1989.
In return for her pleas, the
government dropped two counts
of making telephone bomb
threats to the Center for Choice.
Reed could receive a maximum
sentence of 35 years in prison and
be fined more than $250,000.
Walinski ordered a presentence investigation. A sentencing
date wasn't scheduled.

He is sometimes critical of his church. When
he was on trial in 1968, he said, the church sat
back and watched.
"This was new to them, and they wanted to see
what happened, I think," he said. "You couldn't
get a bishop to touch us with a long crosier."
However, Berrigan noted that the Catholic
church has come a long way in its attitude
toward war since the 1950s. He cited the
bishops' letter on nuclear weapons, and the
church's condemnation of the Persian Gulf War.
A lot of people dont like Berrigan, and he
knows that.
"A lot of the rage directed against me comes
from other sources," he said. Many Catholic
women, angered by his anti-abortion stance,
really are angry at the church for its treatment
of women, he said.
Berrigan's protests have consistently been in
favor of life in all its forms, which has sometimes created strains. Many anti-war activists
are not anti-abortion, and vice versa, he said.
"We keep trying to reconcile people, even
though it's very tough," he said.
Many causes are worth working for, Berrigan
said, but added that he has had to limit himself
somewhat.
"The war question has always been paramount. I've never seen any war result in any
benefit to anyone, including the dead, so I think
it's no way to solve any human problem .... One
doesn't always feel terribly good about being an
American, but one must try to be a good Christian. My Gospel is quite clear about loving your
enemies. It's a very long haul, but one keeps at it
even if one doesn't see much result."

WOOSTER, Ohio (AP) For the last 30 years, a
Jesuit priest has struggled against war, abortion
and a variety of other issues, despite numerous
trips to jail.

The Rev. Daniel Berrigan was first arrested in
1968 for burning draft files and served 18
of a three-year sentence. Berrigan said
Gordon Senerius months
that since then, he's "run out of fingers and
toes" to count the times he's been arrested for
"Maybe she wanted to put it protesting.
behind her. She has a teen-age
Berrigan, 71, taught and lectured at the Colson. She's already spent time in
federal prison. She's lost a good lege of Wooster last week. Later this month he
deal of her life," he said.
will travel to Rochester, N.Y., for a court hearReed was arrested outside a ing resulting from a recent abortion clinic sit-in.
suburban Newark, N.J., home in
For the last six years, Berrigan has worked
October 1989. She was extradited with AIDS patients in New York, counseling,
to Toledo a month later.
praying, and conducting funerals.
U.S. Magistrate James OUT
"I think friendship is the key issue, really, beordered Reed held without bond.
She has been held for more than cause many of them feel abandoned by their fatwo years in a federal prison milies and the (Roman Catholic) church," he
said.
awaiting trial.
He has had to work past initial distrust of him
as a representative of the church, which has not
been welcoming to homosexuals.

Applications available for the

DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP
The Delbert L. Latta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of
Delbert Latta from the U.S. Congress, where he had served as Ohio's Fifth District
Representative for 30 years. He also served three terms in the Ohio Senate.
Up to five $1,000 scholarships (two to incoming freshman, three to
continuing students who have a minimum of two more semesters of study to
complete before graduation) will be awarded to law-abiding students who possess a
minimum GPA of 3.0 and exhibit involvement in campus and/or community
organizations. ANY MAJOR IS ELIGIBLE.
Applicants must reside in the geographic areas represented by Delbert Latta
during his years in public service: the counties Defiance, Erie, Fulton, Hancock,
Henry, Ottawa, Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca, Van Wert, Williams, and
Wood: also the townships of Lyme, Norwich, Richmond, Sherman and Bellevue
City (Huron County), Harding, Jerusalem, Monclova, Oregon, Providence,
Springfield and Swanton (Lucas County).
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center, Financial Aid Office,
and college offices. DEADLINE: February 28,1992.

H

Berrigan and his brother, Philip, a former
Josephite priest, have been regular irritants to
federal authorities. Philip Berrigan has left the
priesthood and married an associate in what was
then called "the movement," Elizabeth McAlister, who was a nun when they met.
But Berrigan said he and his brother both remain committed to what he called "looking for a
world in which murder might not be legitimate."
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Gov. Clinton Strict dial-a-porn law passed
Supreme Court seeks to protect kids from 1 -900 messages
denies report
of long affair
by «<**•« Car HI
The Associated Press

by Dan Kimtdy
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - An Arkansas
woman said Monday she had a
12-year affair with Democratic presidential contender Bill
Clinton and he's "absolutely
lying" when he denies it. Clinton shot back: "She didn't tell
the truth."
Gennlfer Flowers said at a
news conference that the Arkansas governor told her "he
loved me." She released audio
tape that she said captured
Clinton talking to her about
the likelihood of reporters inquiring about their relationship.
The voice urges a denial,
then says, "They can't run a
story like this unless somebody said, 'Yeah, I did it with
him.'"
The authenticity of the
tapes has not been independently verified.
Flowers, who first told her
story in a paid Interview with
the Star tabloid, said at the
news conference: "The truth
is I loved him. Now he tells me
to deny It.... He is absolutely
lying."
Clinton told reporters that
Flowers, an Arkansas state
employee, had "changed her
position for money. ... As far
as I'm concerned, it's a closed
matter." He referred reporters to an interview he and his
wife granted to CBS's "60
Minutes" that was aired Sunday night.

Clinton has acknowledged
talking with Flowers on the
phone after she called to express her distress at being
named in news reports alleging that they had had an affair.
His wife, Hillary, said at a
campaign appearance Monday in South Dakota, "We've
said all that we have to say.
We've explained ourselves as
best we can. We leave it at
that."
Flowers' appearance
marked an escalation in the
campaign controversy that
has thrust Clinton into an unwanted spotlight at precisely
the rime his candidacy appeared to be taking flight.
The 45-year-old Arkansas
governor is generally acknowledged to be the frontrunner for his party's nomination, and leads in fund raising
and campaign endorsements.
He has shown strongly In the
poll practices.
The portion of the tape
played contained explicit references by Flowers to sexual
practices.
"Enough is enough," Democratic National Committee
Chairperson Ronald H. Brown
said in a statement. "We
should pull the plug on trash
journalism and tltillation television."
Blake Hendrix, Flowers' attorney, said the next issue of
the Star would contain additional details of the alleged relationship between the two.

WASHINGTON (AP) The Supreme Court
cleared the way Monday for enforcement of
Congress' latest attempt to protect children
from sexy telephone messages a law that
threatens to all but destroy the "dial-a-porn"
business.
The court, without comment, rejected a
challenge to a 1989 federal law requiring
telephone companies to block access to sexmessage services unless a customer asks in
writing to receive them.
The law has not been enforced while the
free-speech challenge acted on Monday was
pending.
Joel Dichter, a lawyer for four dial-a-porn
companies that sought Supreme Court review, had told the justices the law "has broadly and unnecessarily curtailed - if not destroyed - adult access to lawful, protected

speech."
The court gave the $2 billion-a-year industry a reprieve In 1989 when it struck
down a ban on all sexually oriented dial-up
message services.
That decision acknowledged that Congress
had a legitimate interest in preventing children from being exposed to "indecent" messages. But the justices unanimously said the
blanket ban had "the invalid effect of limiting the content of adult telephone conversations to that which is suitable for children to
hear."
Congress went back to the drawing board
and, under the prodding of Sen. Jesse Helms,
R-N.C, quickly passed a new law - one the
dial-a-porn industry says places an unconstitutional "prior restraint" on speech.
The law requires phone companies, if
technologically feasible, to block access to
such services, available through 976
exchanges, unless written requests are
received asking for access.
One possible loophole exists. The law im-

poses the requirement on a phone company
only if it bills its customers for the 976 calls.
The law does not appear to apply If the message-service company bills the phone customer directly.
In other matters Monday, the court:
♦ Voted 6-3 in a Connecticut case to
expand a 19S6 ruling that bars labor unions
seeking to organize a company's workers
from handing out leaflets on company property.
♦ Ruled 6-3 in an Alabama case that shifts
in the allocation of power among elected
government officials do not require federal
approval under the Voting Rights Act of
1965.
♦ Agreed to decide whether Alabama officials unlawfully interfered with interstate
commerce by imposing a $72-per-ton fee on
out-of-state hazardous waste dumped at a
commercial site in their state.
♦ Agreed to referee a dispute between
New Hampshire and three of Its neighboring
New England states.

Macy's stores file for bankruptcy
■y Joyci M. RosanlMpg
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - R.H. Macy & Co.
Inc., the retailer known around
the world for its Thanksgiving
Day parade and enormous Manhattan store, sought sanctuary in
U.S. Bankruptcy Court on Monday, overwhelmed by debt and
the recession.
Plagued by the same sluggish
sales as other retailers, Macy's
fought for two years to remain
solvent. It conceded defeat Monday when lawyers carried three
boxes of documents into a
courthouse and filed for Chapter
11 bankruptcy protection for the
134-year-old retailer.
"We have known for some time
that Macy's had more debt than is
desirable in such a weak economy," chairperson Edward S.
Finkelstein said in a statement.

"We worked night and day to find
a suitable solution and ultimately
came to the conclusion that filing
for Chapter 11 was best for Macy's future," he added.
The filing showed Macy's had
liabilities of $5.32 billion against
assets of $4.94 billion as of Nov. 2.
Much of the debt was left from
the company's $3.48 billion
leveraged buyout by management and its $1.1 billion purchase
of the California-based Bullock's
and I. Magnin chains from Federated Department Stores Inc. in
1988.
All of Macy's units, including
its 144 department stores and 107
specialty stores, were listed in
the filing. The department stores
are concentrated in the Northeast, the South and the West. Speciality stores are scattered
around the nation.
The documents starkly 11-
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"We have known for some time that Macy's had more debt
than is desirable in such a weak economy. We worked night
and day to find a suitable solution and ultimately came to the
conclusion that filing for Chapter 11 was best for Macy's
future."
Edward Finkelstein, Macy's chairperson
lustrated how severe Macy's
plight had become. The company
told the court it expected to lose
$86.5 million in the next 30 days.
Chapter 11 allows a company to
continue to operate while it reorganizes without retribution
from unpaid creditors.
Macy's entered bankruptcy
court protection as Federated
and its affiliated company. Allied
Stores Corp., prepared to emerge
from Chapter 11. Like Macy's,
they were swamped by takeover
debt.

Retailing analysts said Macy's
will undergo a re-organization
process similar to Federated and
Allied, selling or closing underperforming stores. How that will
affect Macy's 69,500 employees
remains unclear.
Sandra Mayerson, an attorney
specializing in bankruptcy cases,
said Macy's likely would sell Bullock's and I. Magnin chains.
The biggest change was expected to be in Macy's ownership.

BUT SHEILA
WAVENT YOU
HEARD ABOUT
THE
APPLE COMPUTER
LOAN?

^

AtEANMH/LE... APPLE HEARS
TNE/R ANGU/SHEP CR/ES
ANP CREATES...

The Apple Computer Loan.
Now, you can't afford not to own a Macintosh computer.
Yes, forlorn students. Now with The Apple*
Computer Loan, you can get any Macintosh
computer you want: Classic' LC, Ilsi... even the
Ilfx. And you can finance the rest of your dream,
too. Printers, monitors, CD-ROM drives, scanners
... even software. All for a monthly payment that
won't even put a big dent in your pizza budget.

The Apple Computer Loan is available to eligible
students, parents borrowing on behalf of eligible
students, faculty and staff. If you're a student
or parent borrowing on behalf of an eligible
student, The Apple Computer Loan lets you take
up to eight years to pay in full. You may even

«

choose to pay interest only while you're still in
school, deferring the payment of principal until
after graduation. Go see your Authorized Apple
Campus Reseller right away for more details and
our simple, one-page application form.

For information on Macintosh
educational discounts,
stop by 142 Shatzell hall
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Women swimmers sink ML) Track teams near
by Aaron Dorkia
•>ports writer
It was a day of records and
firsts for the women's swimming
and diving team Saturday at
Miami's Billings Auditorium.
The women earned their first
ever dual meet victory at Miami
and established four pool records
in the process. The win also
moved head coach Brian Gordon
into a first place tie with Jean
Campbell (1969-1977) as the
school's all-time women's victory
leader.
The women jumped out to an
early lead winning 10 of the
meet's first 16 events en route to
a convincing 159-141 win.
Individually, the Falcons were
led by sophomores Josie McCulloch and Keely Yenglin who had
seven first place finishes between them.
McCulloch swam to first place
finishes in the 100 breaststroke
(1:06.80) and the 200 breaststroke

(2:23.45), and was a member of
The team's only MAC loss was
BG's winning 400 meter medley Jan. 17 against Ohio University
relay team (3:58.49) along with and was deicded in the meet's last
Jody Reed, Jill Bowers and Trish relay event which the Falcons
Klasmeier. All three times estab- lost by less than a tenth of a seclished pool records.
ond.
Yenglin captured first place
Gordon said tying the coaching
finishes in the 1,000 (10:17.94) 100 record is something he is proud
(:53.88) and S00 freestyle events of but the real credit goes to the
(5:04.57).
swimmers and assistant coaches
Other first place finishers for who he has worked with over the
the Falcons included Lynne years.
Rutherford in the 200 freestlye
"I have been fortunate to have
(1:56.53), Amanda Applegate in
the 200 butterfly (2:10.46) and some great athletes while I've
Reed in the 200 backstroke been here and some good assis(2:05.97/pool record).
tant coaches," Gordon said.
"We felt we had the better team
The women, 8-2 overall and 3-1
going into the meet but we still in the MAC, will be in action
had to swim well and avoid mis- again Saturday when they host
takes," Gordon said. "We have Xavier, Findlay and John Carroll
gone there before and lost when at Cooper Pool.
we thought we had the better
***
team.
The men's swimming and div"The team is starting to hit its
stride," he said. "We're 8-2 over- ing team came up on the short
all and with less than a second's end of a 141-101 score against
difference In two meets we could Saturday against a powerful
Miami team.
be 10-0."

FRIENDS DON'T LET
FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

Congratulations
Maria Blendea
BG News
Salesperson of the Week
Jan. 14-Janl7/1992

Tim Spyrek helped the Falcons
to three first place finishes.
Spyrek won the 1,000 freestyle
(9:51.81) and the 500 freestyle
(4:45.98), while also teaming with
Brian Kaminski, Brad Briney,
and Adam Burton in the 400 freestyle for a first place finish.
The Falcons only other first
place finisher was Jason Campbell who set a Billings Natatorium record in the 200 backstroke
with a clocking of 1:56.74.
"We beat Miami last year here
in what was probably the upset of
the year in the MAC," Gordon
said. "I guess they felt it was
payback time.
"I give our guys a lot of credit
because the score could have
been a lot worse," Gordon said.
"They fell behind early but they
didn't quit. The second half of the
meet was much better than the
first half."
The Falcons, 3-5 overall, 1-2
MAC, will resume action Saturday (Jan. 31) when they host Xavier, Findlay and John Carroll.

Cavs' Brandon struggles
CLEVELAND (AP)
Tough
times seem to have settled in
for Cleveland Cavaliers rookie
Terrell Brandon, but no one's
pushing the panic button yet.
Brandon was on the bench
during much of Saturday
night's 99-96 loss to the Orlando
Magic, having missed the only
two shots he took inthe first half.
In the last nine games, Brandon
is shooting just 33 percent from
the field, hitting 17 of 51, and
averaging 5.7 points and 3.7 assists per game.
"What's happened to Terrell
is the same thing that happens
to most rookie point guards,"
Cavaliers coach Lenny Wilkens
said. "At this level, they are going against great players every
night they play. Frustration
sets in when things start to go
wrong.

SCHOLARSHIP • UNITY • PRIDE • RESPECT

RUSH

"The confidence level starts
to decline," he said. "One thing
a point guard has to do is play
with confidence. He's got to
stay pumped every night. He
can't let missed shots or officials' calls or anything bother
him."
Earlier this season, Brandon
was a Cavaliers standout,
bringing the ball upcourt and
launching the offense IS to 20
feet from the basket. Cleveland, meanwhile, could do no
wrong, tying the franchise record for consecutive victories
(11) and road victories (seven).
The Cavaliers were 14-1 on
their home court in Richfield
Coliseum, and were staying
within four or five games of
Sec CAVS. pagrrlrvrn.

Use a condom.

top at Bal I State
byToMPala
sports writer
The women's and men's track teams competed in separate
meets at Ball State this weekend. The women met up with Ball
State and Indiana State. And the men competed in a quad-meet
against Ball State, ISU, and Miami.
Indiana State dominated both the men's and women's track
meets. Coach Sid Sink used such words as 'awesome' and 'unbelievable' to describe the Sycamores.
On the women's side, Indiana State finished in first place - 20
points ahead of the Falcons. But the Falcons did manage to finish
ahead of fellow Mid-American Conference opponent, Ball State.
"I am always glad to beat a conference opponent," coach Steve
Price said.
Last year Ball State beat the Falcons by 20 points in this same
meet.
Tara Allen finished first in the 55-meter hurdles with a time of
8.46. The time was a personal best for Tara, and was .05 off the
school record.
There were also a couple of repeat performances of last
week's meet at Hillsdale. Andrea Lytle won both the triple jump
and the long jump. And the women's mile relay team of Tara Allen, Sonya Traylor, Leslie Moorman, and Benita Thomas also
won again.
On the men's side, Indiana State also dominated and the Falcons finished fourth.
Still, coach Sink was optimistic. "We're about where we want
to be, only two weeks into the season...we handed in a lot of personal records."

Kent downs gymnasts
by Mark DeCtiant
sports writer
The Kent State gymnasts
have traditionally been unbeatable at home, and that
trend continued against the
BG squad last Sunday.
The Falcons were defeated
184.9 - 181.4 at the Memorial
Athletic Center. The Flashes
won all four events, and captured the top two individual
spots, to earn its first MidAmerican Conference victory. The loss sent BG's record to 1-4.
"We went in there ready,"
BG coach Charles Simpson
said, "but we just couldn't pull
it off."
Kent State, returning nine

letter winners, were determined to improve upon
their last-place finish of a
year ago. The Flashes took the
top three spots in the vault,
and it was all downhill for BG
from there.
"It was their first meet at
home," Simpson said of KSU.
"They had a poor meet in
their first week. They were all
psyched up. They wanted to
come out and show everybody, at home, what they
could do."
The Rashes did just that.
They offset brilliant performances by the Falcons' top
athletes with their depth and
their steady routines.
Bowling Green's only indi-

See GYMNASTICS, page eleven.

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500
Deadline: March 2,1992
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 in
recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry as a member
of Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green State University.

An Ongoing, Winning Tradition...

Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue careers in public affairs
(speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental service, public health,
community service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a minimum
G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and will graduate no
sooner than May 1993. Each fellow will receive SI,500. The selections of fellows will be based on an
initial screening process and further review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, must be submitted
to the University Relations Office, Mi let i Alumni Center by Monday, March 2, 1992.
Applications arc available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center; School of Mass
Communications, 302 West Hall; and the Political Science Department, 115 Williams Hall.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Tues., Jan. 28
The Hot Wing Fling

CONKLIN
N
W-f-E

Thurs., Jan. 30
South of the
Border Night
Mon., Feb. 3
Subs and Suds
Wed., Feb. 5
Phi Psi Arcade

s

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WrTH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

<&K¥

354-2260
BIG RED
DOORS

KKT
Wooster St.

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Tyson's
jurors
selected
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
Attorneys in Mike Tyson's
rape trial cracked the lid
on their case during jury
selection Monday, making
it clear one key will be
whether the boxer's teenage accuser ever said "no"
to sex.
"'No' means 'no,'" special prosecutor Greg
Garrison told prospective
jurors. "If a woman says
'no' and a man forces her
anyway, that's rape. A
woman is in charge of her
body at all times."
Five jurors one woman
and four men
were
seated before court was
adjourned Monday.
Judge Patricia J. Gifford estimated that jury
selection would take about
two days, with opening
statements as early as
Wednesday afternoon.

Tribe signs

Jacoby
CLEVELAND (AP) The
Cleveland Indians on
Monday signed infielder
Brook Jacoby to a oneyear deal with an option
for a second year, returning Jacoby to the team
that had traded him to
Oakland last season.
Jacoby, 32, was in his
eighth season with the Indians when they sent him
to the Athletics July 26 in
exchange for outfielder
Lee Tinsley and pitcher
Apolinar Garcia.
In Cleveland, Jacoby
had been hitting .234, with
four home runs and 24
RBIs. Finishing the season
in Oakland, he hit .213,
with no home runs and 20
RBIs.

Clark now
with Pirates
PITTSBURGH (AP)
Dave Clark, an outfielder
who formerly played for
three major-league teams,
will be a non-roster invitee
to the Pittsburgh Pirates'
spring training camp.
Clark is one of 12 nonroster players the Pirates
will take to camp in Bradenton. Fla.
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Fresh face in goal hopes
to spark BG hockey team
in

assistant sports writer
A hockey team's biggest asset is usually found
with its experience.
• However, there comes a time most teams must
face when the competitive drive and determination
outweighs upperclassmen experience.
That is the case for the Falcon hockey team,
which has fallen to the bottom of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association with a 4-13 record and is
consumed by a relentless search for a spark to help
them up.
In an attempt to shake things up, coach Jerry
York decided to temporarily put an experienced
Angelo Libertucci on the bench and hand over the
goaltending duties to freshman walk-on WUl
Clarke.
Clarke made his Bowling Green debute with a
win against Ferris State where he allowed three
goals and posted a 87 save percentage. The win was
a boost of confidence to Clarke and the entire team.
"It was nice to have a win on my first start,"
Clarke said. "It was a big win for the team. We
were in a low where we were losing a little bit of
confidence.
"We had been playing well but just hadn't got the
breaks and that Ferris State win was a big boost for
our confidence as well."
York was impressed enough with Clarke's play
that he started him in both games against Western
Michigan. Clarke, who now has a 2.9 goals against
average and a 90.1 save percentage, said his first
start against FSU wasn't as difficult as his games
against the Broncos where the Falcons were

defeated 2-3 In both contests.
"I wasn't tested as much as I was tonight,"
Clarke said after his first WMU game which went
into overtime. "I wasn't any more nervous (with
the overtime). I've been in a lot of overtime in my
career. In the last two starts I had, the times I've
been nervous have been the first five minutes of
each game. Then I've settled in."
There really hasn't been a problem with Yoik's
decision to start a freshman. Nathan Cressman, a
6-1 freshman from Cambridge, Ont., has also started five times this season. According to York, the
year really didn't make a difference.
"At this stage in the season, if s all who's playing
the best," York said. "It could be a senior or a junior or a freshman. It doesn't matter. In October,
you start to think about pressure."
Clarke knew he would have a difficult time to win
a starring position when he walked-on with the Falcons.
"I came into Bowling Green into a competitive
situation with two good goaltenders," Clarke said.
"I'd hoped that I would be competitive with Angelo
and Nathan. I just tried to work hard these last
couple weeks and the opportunity came."
Clarke's only talent doesn't lie in goaltending
hockey. He has another passion Involving lacrosse
where he steps out of the goal. In 1988 when he
played for Loyola Academy, Clarke was the team's
leading scorer.
"It is really similar to hockey with the running
and the fast movement of the ball being the same as
the puck," Clarke said. "I'm not a goalie in lacrosse.
You have to score at some point."

The BG News/Jay Murdock

Falcon freshman goalie Will Clark* sets for another save attempt last
Friday In BG'f 3-2 loss against Western Michigan.

Women play fun brand of basketball
JA Y MURDOCK
In the

The tongue-in-cheek:
1. Rarely a problem with
parking.

2. Seats always available.

3. Not as cold as hockey rink.
4. Another chance to ridicule
officials.
5. Watching Athletic Band director Jay Jackson makes for
good time-out entertainment.
Want to see some fast-paced
But seriously, folks...
basketball? An offense that has
1. The offense is highpowered and well-balanced.
the current NCAA record for
the most points scored in a
You will see quite a few points
game this season? A defense
scored, but rarely will one person do a huge percentage of the
that makes their opponents
scoring. This makes the game
take less-than-perfect shots,
even blocking the occasional
more interesting because althree-pointer?
most anyone could be the star
of a given play. A very teamoriented offense.
If so, check out the next BG
2. The defense is as intense as
women's basketball game, comany I've seen in years. In fulling up this Saturday against
court press, they pressure their
Miami at 5:45 p.m.
Yes, I know the reaction some opponents to make mistakes.
Otherwise, the Falcons will
people may have. "Women's
keep their opponents offbasketball? Yuck! Who'd want
balance with their speed, abilto watch that? MacGyver rerity to steal, and a general sense
uns are on USA Network toof confidence that keeps them
night!"
in the game all the time.
Judging by the less-than3. The women's team has a
stellar attendance records so
better record than the men's
far, quite a few people must
team or the hockey team.
have a similar attitude.
Here's a quick rundown of
(500-1,000 people at women's
the players you'll see on the
games, vs. 2,500 people at
court:
men's games.)
#30-Susie Cassell, guard There are, in fact, several
This sophomore is pretty wild
good reasons to attend the
to watch on the court. Always
women's games:

trenches

The defense is as intense as any rue seen in years, hi
ton-court press, they pressure their opponents to make
mistakes. Otherwise, the Falcons will keep their opponents
oft balance with their speed, abiity to steal, and a general
sense ol confidence that keeps them in the game aH the
tune.
moving, always near the ball.
Dangerous on the drive, but
pretty accurate from threepoint range too.
#42-Andrea Nordmann, forward - Sixth in the league in
scoring, Nordmann has the
height to be effective on shot
defense, but the speed to move
inside and get the basket herself.
#24-Lori Albers, forward Damn the knee injury! 15
points a game, nearly six rebounds a game anyway. If the
knee can stay healthy in the future, things will continue to
look up for this sophomore.
#45-Katie McNulty, center This senior has put in her time
and earned her place. While not
a leading scorer, her experience and ball-handling certainly help keep the team on
top. Her 6-3 height makes her a
threat to any inside drive
against her.
#21-Cathy Koch, guard - Another road runner on the team,

Koch and Cassell complement
each other perfectly. Dangerous on the fast break, the steal,
and the 3-pointer. Also has the
most visible and BG-supportive
father-fan I've ever seen.
Where this team really hurts
their opponents is on the bench.
Michelle Shade (20), Talita
Scott (35), JJ Nuesmey er (34),
and Tangy Williams (54) all fill
in for the starters quite well.
Judit Lendvay (44) (you-dit
lend-voy) might be the most
versatile player in the MAC this
year, according to the MAC
Media Guide. She also is the
first person in my time at BG I
have seen block a 3-point shot.
So what are you waiting for?
MAC women's games usually
start a couple of hours before
the men's game. Toledo will be
coming back to town Feb. 19,
and Miami is always a contender for the MAC title. The
women are going to need fan
support if they are going to go
to the NCAA tournament again.

CAVS
Continued from page ten.

Central Division-leading Chicago.
But the Cavaliers lost three
games in a recent homestand
and have slipped to 27-13, nine
games behind the Bulls. Defenses have adjusted to the Cavaliers' game plan, and Brandon's
frustration sometimes comes
through in forced shots.

GYMNASTICS
Continued from page ten.

vidual triumph came on a
remarkable routine by Jennifer
Nacca on the floor. Nacca won
that event with a 9.4S.
Meg Griffin had the best
meet overall for BG. She finshed second in the balance
beam with a 9.65 and earned the
same place on the uneven bars.
Her 9.4 in that event narrowly
missed the top spot.
Simpson believes the team
had good effort, but will need to
work harder for the future
meets.
"We just couldn't put it
together as a team," he said.
"Individually we had a good
meet, but we have to pull it all
together pretty soon."
Simpson said the squad has a
great opportunity to learn and
build from the Kent State game.
The team will travel to West
Virginia for a non-conference
meet in two weeks.
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Recruitment Calendar
#7
FOR THE WEEKS Of:
February 10 and 17,1992
Scheduling On-Campus Irrtanrlaw Appotntmanta: The first day of aion-ups tor interviews during the period of February 10 through
February 21, 1992 will be held in the Lenhan
Grand Ballroom. Univeraity Union on Wednesday, January 29th. For registrants with an Advanced Job Hunters Interview Card tign-ups
begin at 3:00 pm; for those with a Firtt Choice
Interview Card algn-upe bagm at 4 00 pm. All
registrants must have a First Choice Interview
Card or Advanced Job Hunter Card to participate in the first day of sign-ups. After the first
day, students and Alumni may sign up for
interviews from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the University Placement Services, 360 Student Services
Budding A Data Sheet MUST be aubmitled
tor each Interview scheduled at the time ol
atgn-up.
Cancel! at-on of Interview Appolntmente:
Cancellation of an interview must be reported
in pe<eon to the University Placement Services
no later than 5pm one weak (7 full days) bafore
the interview day Complete a canceiiauon
card in the Sign-Up Room of the Placement Office Cancellations after this Dme will be con*
sidered a no-ahow. You are encouraged to
carefully conaider employers before signing up
tor interviews.
No Show Policy: Failure to appear for a
scheduled interview or woianon of the cancellaton pokey will result m immediate suspension
of your sign-up privilege* tor the next recruiting
period. If you do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter of
apology k> the employer for misting the interview, bnng the letter with an addressed, stamped anvetops. and mat with a Placament

Counselor before scheduling any additional
mien/lews Any student who "no shows" twice
will be denied interviewing privileges tor tie
remainder of the academic year.
Notice of Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk (') following an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status m the United States. Please review
these requirements carefully Only those organizations with an astensk (') wilt interview
candidates with a student visa Students who
do not meat ma work status requirements a/a
encouraged to sign-up on the waiting list.
Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy. All students scheduling interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate Spotlights Please carefully
nets dates, times, and locaDons of Spotlight
presentations, as they may vary For evening
Spotlight presentations held in the Placement
Office, enter the Student Services Building using the second floor, patio entrance. Please
consult the calendar for appropriate dates.
times and locations
Additional Placement Servkee: There am
important services available to you at the University Placement Services Please note thai
not alt organizations and companies regularly
recruit on college campuses. The list below
generally reflects the high demand areas «the
world of work. Don't become discouraged if
your career field is not requested. To assist you
in conducting an assertive job search, the University Placement Services provides career
and placement counseling, credential services.
job search workshops, profeestonaJ development seminars. career fairs and an alumni Falcon Network The excellent Centar for Career
Resources offers you career end employer information and currant job vacanaea in All career fields Placement Counselors directly refer
registered students to employers in their dasired career fields. Insure your access to these
services by registering with the University
Placement Services In your final year at Bowling Green State University.

Uonday, February 10
EHLiHy
Tueedey, February 11
Aetna Hearth Plans
Artesian Indus thee
NFO Research
Wednesday, February 12
Bank One Columbua
Elder Beer man Stores
l+gbees
Society Corpora son
Xerox Corporation
Thursday, February IS
Bank One Dayton
Great-West Employee Benetrts
Mutual of Omaha
Sooery Corporation
The Equitable
Friday, February 14
Turner Corporation
Wallace Computer Service*
fctonday, February 17
Dietrich Industries
Tueedey, February 18
Dietrich Industries
IDS Financial Services
Nationwide Insurance
Northwestern Mutual
Wednesday, February 19
Gnnnell Corporation
Lever Brothers
NCR Corporation
Rax Restaurants
Thureday, February 20
Amee Oept Store*
Ciba-Geigy Corporation
Sherwm Will isms Co.
Friday, February 21
Champion International Corp.
Chemtca, Abstracts Service
C«ba-Geigy Corporation
Lazarus Dept Stores

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

CALL TODAY.. program begins next week!
SIGN UP FOR "A NEW WEIGH"
PHONE: 372-8302 or
373-8303
CrooseTues 7fl 30pm or Wed 3 30-5pm
Trying to achieve a healthier, trim body?
Eight-week sessions end one week before
Spring break. Weight rnanagrnent program
conducted by BGSU nurss A health educator.

••"AP•CS'••
Membership Information tables
wil be set up in the BA Wdg.
8:30 - 3 30 Jan 27th. 28th, & 29th
ALSO!
Our first meeting this semester will be
Thursday at 7 30 in BA 110
*"OONT MM OUT"*

ATTENTION BGCTM
We will be having our first meeting of the semaster on Tuesday January 28th at 630pm in
133 Life Science Do you know what the NCTM
Standards are? You should To ten you about
them we have Peggy Kastan. So make n a
data. Hope to see you there
TUESDAY. JANUARY 28,6:30PM
133 UFE SCIENCE

SUPPORT GROUP
It you've released your baby tor adoption, or
are considenng doing so and need some sup.
port, join us on Mon. nights ai 7PM Call
354 HOPE

PERSONALS

BGUNfVERSITYY
Meeting tonight 19:00pm
105 BA
Come and see what we are all about1
Call Michelle tor more into: 352-6725
BG UNIVERSITY Y
WOMEN IN COMMUNCATION, INC.
In forma Don a Meeting
on Wed., January 29

at730pmm116BA
New Members welcome I

ADVERTISING CLUB MEETING
January 29.19D2
730 pm MoFall Assembly Room
Speaker and topic to be announced
All majors and new members welcome

SERVICES OFFERED

AIDS ■ENEFTT CONCERT
2/4 at Howards
Eight bands, free condoms
All tor three dollars

ACE Income Tu Preparation
• OuKk and Hassle-free •
Professional. Reliable, and raasonabla rales
lor moat Federal and Ohio (1040 terms) tilers
details' Call 354-4803 Mon - Thun). 10 am - 7
P".

American Marketing Association
■Membership On ve'
Jan. 21 -Feb. 7' • 930-2 30 pm
-Business Bu-k>ng

Pregnant?
We can help FREE PREGNANCY TESTS.
Into, and support - BG Pregnancy Center
CaH 354-HOPE

Artenobn WBGU-fm Staff
EMERGENCY MANDATORY
Staff meeting" Tuesday
Jan 28th 930 pm 111 South Had
BETHEREI

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year, graduate.
summer and Internship programs in Penh.
Townsvlle. Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs
start at *3520 Call 1 800-878 3686

CALL TODAY.. program begin, next week!
SIGN UP FOR "A NEW WEIGH"
PHONE: 3724302 or 3724303
Choose Tues 7-630pmorWod 3 30 5pm
Trying to achieve e healthier. trim body?
Eight week sessions end one week before
Spring break Weigh! managment program
conducted by BGSU nurse & health educator.

•"BETATHETAPI —
The Brothers ol Beia Theta Pi would like to
congratulate Jamas Alexander on his lavaliering to Lon Cummings

•"BETATHETAPI —
The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi would like to
congratulate Trey Perobone on his lavaltaring
to Jenny Hassenaver

•"BETATHETAPI —
The Brothers of Beta Theta PI would like to
congratulaie Sean Samuels on ha recent lava
liermg to Pi Beta Phi Andrea Tatro
— PI BETA PHI —

Cont. on page 12
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— INTO THE STREETS ~
Our meetings are svsry Tuesday al 10 pm In
110 BA. Everyone la welcome lo Join ua In
community service!
?UAO Into Una?
Find out what UAO haa plannad tor campua
•92
372-7164

Alpha PN Omaga
Pledges & AcDves
Let's Retreat"
Alnletic supplements and vitamins at wholesale pncaa. Call BG s Nutritional Supplements tor into 1 -800-243-3476

CS and MIS matora donl torget the Employer Fair on Thursday, January 30. 1992
In the Grand Ballroom from 6:30 PM until
6:30 PM. It you have queetlons. call the Coop Omce al 372-2481.

COMMONS - RUSH
ROBOT BOXING'!
ROBOT BOXING1!
Come to the Commons and meet the Phi Sigs
tor their Spring RUSH Battle others by control
ing your own boung robot - are you ready tor a
shot at the ofle? Donl die wondering... Tonight)
' 30 9 30 at the Commons.

MORTAR BOARD
Excellence In:
Leadership
Scholarship
sxersloa
MORTAR BOARD

DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMMER STUOY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn 6 cr. hrs. -classes in English
Informational Meeting
TUESDAY 8:00 PM
1000 BA
Dr. ChilOe 372-8160 or 372 2646
DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMME R STUOY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn 6 er. hra. -claaaaa In Engiah
Informations! Mealing
TUESDAY, FEU 1,9:00 PM
1000 BA BUM.
For more Information call
Dr. Chltle 372-8180 or 172-2648
EARN 888 OOT TALKWO ON THE PHONE!
Be compensated tor that rare talent you were
bom witfil Apply tor SPRING TELE FUND Applications Monday-Friday. 8 am - 5 pm at Miletj
Alumni Center. Also posted at Student Employment The nest phone call you make can
put $88 m your pocket.

BOSU SKATING CLUB
Every Tuesday Night
9:15 -10:15 PM Students Welcome

PI Kappa Alpha PI Kappa Alpha
First on Campua and St III f 1
Plkee Pike* Pikes Pikes Plkee

INTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE: MEN'S BOWL
ING - JAN 28: MEN'S AND COED FLOOR
HOCKEY • FEB. 3: MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S
CURLING • FEB. 4: MEN'S DOUBLES RACQUETBALL-FEB.S.
IRISH CLUB MEETING
Ok) and New members com* to 113 BA at 900
on Tues. Jan. 26 tor an exoD'ng and run filled
semester.
BOSU IRISH CLUB
Pi Kappa Alpha Pi Kappa Alpha

Education Social Work Psychology Matora
• Get Involved ■
• Make • Difference •
JOIN STEP 1
Studenta Together Education Paera
Application* Due February 11
For more Into contact:
Prevention Center 172-2110

First on Campus and Sill si
Pikes Pikes Petes Pikes Pikes
Th* original BG Fraternity

TUCSDAVS
Free Peel
& Gomes

Pi Sigma Epailon
Information Night
Tues FabH9 00PM
State Rm. Union

HI. MIKES!
The Brothers of PI Kappa Phi wish to congratulate Mwyiael Throne on his recent lavalienng to
Amanda McFadden and Mke Miller on recent
lavalienng to Heidi Lavbtnger of Kent State.
WAY TOGO. MIIIKESI

PI SIGMA EPSILON
Tues.. Jan 28th. 9pm
Weekly meeting 111 BA
IBringduesI
ROBOT BOXING RUSH
ROBOT BOXING RUSH
ROBOT BOXING RUSH
Phi Sigs Robot Boxing
Rush at th* Commons
730-830

Jounallam IPCO Public Relatkma Matora
Receive valubale experience
In skills related to your mafor
JOIN STEP 1
Sludenle Together Education Peers
Application due February 11
For more Into contact:
Prevention Center 172-2110

RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
Phi Delta The ta
Tuesday and Thursday

730-930

Kappa PM, a national organization tor Christian University women Is holding open meetings tor all interested on Jan. 26 & Feb. 2 at
7pm at Unw Lutheran Chapel For more into ,
call Heather at 372-1946

at the Kappa Kappa Gamma House
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
Sigma Kappa loves th*ir VIP'si
You guys are awesome'

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarahtoe and grants
1-600-USA-1221 Ext. 2011
MORTAR BOARD
The National Senior
Honorary is now
accepting applications.
Stop by 425 Student Services
to pick up an application
Any questions? Call 352-1935.
MORTARBOARD

UAO Events

UAO Events

Wanted. Non-Smoking roommate(s) for Fall
1992 f176/mo. for own room; $140Vmo.
share room. More info, call Kent or Trtcia/Leave message 354-6426.

SUMMER JOB SATURDAY
3-hour Workshop
for Freshman. Soph. A Juniors
Feb. let
10am- 1 pmin I007BA
DO YOU HAVE A SUMMER JOB?
Questions: 372-2451
SUMMER JOB SATUROAY

Experienced guitarist wanted for alternative
band. Doing originals and covers. Call Ron
alter 3:00 423-9656.
Female grad student seeks roommate. Very
nice 2 bdrm. apt. $168 / mo. (uW met). Avail
immed 353-9596.

SPRING BREAK '92
Now ottering the 3 honest destinations and Vie
best locations tor your 7 nighL 8 day package'
Nassau. Bahamas 8449
Cancun:8489
Daytona Beach: 8159
Bahamas & Cancun include stay 6 round yip
air from Ohio. Can 352-4610 nowl Find a better
pr Co Swell match it'

UAO Events

UAO Events

UAO Events

Writer/Director of
Pink Flamingos, Polyester,
Hairspray and Cry-Baby

For Sals - DownlWI Ski Equipment. Best oiler
cat 372-1457 lor more Into.
Macintosh SE 2Mb RAM. 30 MB Hard Dnve.
Imagewnter II. Big 88 in software. 81.800.00 or
b/o. Ask lor Pate or leave mag. 372-4643.
Used Nikon Camera w 50 and 135 mm kmsss. 2x lens convener, filters, and Flash In hard
case - 8300. Call Stephanie 352 5310.

FOR RENT

Male roommate needed immediately for "92
Spring somesier Call Andy 352-4303.
Need non-smoking female to share a Two-bdrm
apt OWN ROOM $160 all md. Call 352-8740

Sunday thru Thursday at Brathaua
Happy Hours all night. Check • out
Open: M-Th. 6pm, Frl.-Sal. 3, Sun. 7:30

Non-smoking roommate needed, preferably
through August. Nice, clean, quiet apt. own
room. Ceil 354-5196.

THE ONLY GREEK YOU NEED TO KNOW
PM G AM UA DELTA ' FIJI
RUSH FIJI

WANTED
1 MALE RMTE. 353-3802.
1 female roommate needed $l50/mo. Contact Leslie. Andrea or Christine 352-6458.

UAAUAAUAAUAA
UAAUAAUAAUAA
UNDERGRADUATE
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
UAAUAAUAAUAA
UAAUAAUAAUAA

HELP WANTED
Attention Business Students 6 Entrepreneurs
Earn$6,00048.000 this summer while building
your resume and gaining valuable expenence.
TASP Internalional is hiring highly motivated
college students to Ml Management positions
with their company. Positions are open in
Toledo or the Cleveland area. For more information call Gregg Merians at
1 BOO 543-3792.

UAO presents
TOM GORMAN LIVE
Thursday Jan. 30
9-11 pm In the Amanl (ME Commons)
FREE FREE FREEFREE FREE

Rush Pikes Rush Pikes Rush Pikes

EXPERIENCE JAMAICA SPRING BREAK 92
7 DAYS AND HOT NIGHTS 1365
L UITEDTIME ANDSPACEIDOUG353-2408

RUSH-COMMONS

SPRING BREAK
DAYTONA BEACH FLORIDA
6 DAYS ONLY 869 00
CALL 1-800-34^8914

The original BG Fraternity
Rush Plksa Rush Pikes Rush Pikee

PHI SIG " PHI SIG • PHI SIG

UAO Events

Tuesday, January 28,1992

The BG News

UNDERGRADUATE
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
General Meeting
Tues. February 26th 8:30 PM
101 BA
New and Ok] Members Welcome!
UAAUAAUAAUAA

Eam$10.50/hr.
Part-bme/flexible hours in sales.
(BOWLING GREEN AREA) Call:

201-406-5558
Earn $3 per envelope mailing our sales orcularsi Materials Supplied! Stan Immediately!
Send Long S.A.S. EnvHp CMP Distnbuung
P.Q Box 1068. Forked River. NJ08731.

WASHIreOTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
Welcomes all Maprs
Attend Information Session
Tues, Jan 28-130
Union Faculty Lounge (2nd Floor)
GET THE EXPERIENCE NOW

GRADUATE STUDENT
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
GRAM
(GSPDP)

PRO-

Nomlneilone for departmental Development Leadens have been requested from
Department Chains and Graduate Coordinator*. Development Leaders eaalat with
the planning ot GSPDP actlvNfea. If you ere
a Graduate Aaeletanl interested In working
thla ■prlng lummir ■■ the Development
Leader for your department, please contact
your department chair or graduate coord I net or.

What is FLASH YOUR BUDDHA?

SUMMER JOB SATUROAY

3-hour Workshop
for Freshmen. Soph & Juniors
Feb. let
10am- 1pm in 1007 BA
DO YOU HAVE A SUMMER JOB?
Questions 372-2451
SUMMER JOB SATUROAY

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. LARGE, SPATIOUS. EXCELLENT CONDITION. YOUR
MOVE IN NOW 353-7957 ANY TIME.
PLEASE LEAVE ME33AOEIII
1 bedroom, full bath, carpeted, air cond . w/
new wallpaper & mirrors. Available now tor
sublease until May. $385. Call Wendy at
352-7030
1 roommate needed immediately thru May 9
for sublease of spacious apt. (own room), dose
to campus, park and restaurants1 University
Village! Summer sublease available May
10-Aug 10.2-3 roommates Rent nag. Call Ann
or Julienne al 353-2004
1.2, & 3 bedroom turn. apts.
9 month, summer 8 year leases.
352-7454
2 Of 3 bedroom units across from campus
9-month or t year lease, starting at 8285.00
352-51 ll.M-Ffrom 10-5.
Apts. for rent.
2 elfic: 1 - 2 bdrm 81-3 bdrm.

Call 354-4494.
Cany Rentals
Apartments for 2.3 or 4 students.
Houses for 5.6 or 9 students.
0,10 or 12 mo. leases available.
Call 352-7385
Charming Per ry sburg -20 mm
dnve.Fumlshed. 1 BR, 1 Bath Only J365/mo
• 8 mo. lease. Quiet, safe. cozy. Free
heat/laundry. Lovely LB. Huge D R No pets
874.8830.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800-THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1992 -1993 1 br. 8 2 br. units.
Fully furnished. Gas. heat. 8 AC. 9 or 12 month
leases. Reasonable rates Ideal location
Owners pay utilities Contact early to avoid
disappointment
PHONE 352-4988.
Great efficiency for subleasing, now til August.
Last month paid 353-3304 leave mess.

House cleaner/helper needed once a week for
house approi. 3 msea north of BG Must have
own tramp 352 0976

Houses 8 apartments for 1992-93 school year.
12 month leases only, starting in May. Steve
Smim 352-8917.

INSTRUCTOR - PT - TIME
Must have chemistry A biology back ground.
Reply to: F K E C 3450 W. Central Ave. Suite
322. Toledo. OH 43606

Houses 8 Apartments. Close to campua.
For summer 1992 and 1992-93 school year.
1-267-3341

Journalists or Graphic Artists with Maclntosch
exp. needed • pt. time, possible internship. Call
Rita4l9-241-U22.

Male roommate needed lor furnished house •
T private bedroom. 8200/mo. utilities ind. 439
HilIciest Dr., 352.8606 Ken.

Van driver - part-time position D provide transportation to and from social service agency.
Must be between the ages of 21 and 65 and
have a valid driver's license and excellent driving record. Submit resume to PO Box 736
Bowling Onsen, OH EOE.

MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments tor traditional students.
grads. and couples. Please call tor more information on locations and rates for Spring.
Summer, and Fall

1 or 2 nonsmoking female roommates tor
92-93 school year. Contact Lon or Susan at
372-6306.

FOR SALE

Spacious 1 1(2 bdrm. apl available 5 11-92.9
or 12 mo. lease. Includes cable 8 utilities.
354-72S8 Leave message.

A Male BO sublease my apartment this semester Own room; utllHtee paid for; tumfahed
Rent nog. Cell Mark 352-7076

Apple II e Enhanced Computer with Dual Disk
Drives. Monitor. 60 column card. Serial Card,
and Software to Run. $550/obo. Call
372-1975 and leave a message.

Subleasing a large two bedroom apt.
Close to Campua

Baseball. Football. Basketball
Rookie cards for sale.
372-6749, ask (or Ron.

We specialize in 1 bedroom 8 efficiency
apartments. For information call Mecca Management 353-5800

YOU'VE ONLY OOT ONE WEEK TO LIVE!
DO SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA OR CANCUN.FROM 8429! INCLUDES HOTEL. AIR,
TRANSFERS. PARTIES! SUN SPLASH
.TOURS 1-800-428- 7710.

WANTED

1 male needed lo sublease apl.
Jan & Fab rent paid
$lS6/mo.*e.ec
Call 353-1002.

Available now
Need one female to Ml house
at 957N Prospect
For 3 - Own room
Call 353-0325

John Waters

352-3445 9-9

Call 3520234

TUXEDO JUNCTION
GREAT FOOD

Downstairs

Presents a comedic look at his career in the movies

Express Lunch

2.95

Happy Hour Dinner

4.95

KIDS EAT FREE

Tuesday, January 28th at 8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

THE LIGHT SIDE
OF WEDNESDAY NI6HT.
1Q-1I

Admission $1 with BGSU I.D. and $2 without

UAO Concert

LADYSMITH
BLACK MAMBAZO

• SHERATON HOTEL & COND0S •
■ GULF VIEW C0N00S ■ H0LI0AY INN
• LANDFALL TOWER COND0S
OS.-

NOW'lT,cketprices:
I

* \~S

V

V

a a

Ba|cony

Mainlloor (front)
Mainfloor (rear)

$17.00
$15.00
$12.00

Buy your tickets in the (SUBS' office or Kobacker Hall (charge it to your Bursar) or at
Finders Records and Tapes, Boogie Records, and the Shed
Featured on Paul Simon's Graceland, Michael Jackson's Moonwalker,
Saturday Night Live, The Tonight Show, and Sesame Street.

LAUDERDALE 8EACH HOTEL
-1

1/36,

JO.

PORT ROYAL OCEANi
ES0RTC0ND0S
- 5 w 7 ntgMs DON'T DELAY
VXHNG UfJLX aaVFOSMS DON AND «snira nOMS

-800-321-5911
MlfBVATIOM IMU 1U UN

UAO EvsMfr

UAOEvanlt

UAO Events

UAO Events

UAO Events

•Jaa,
tet

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESORT C0N00S
- 5 or 7 MgStt -

$2 discount for students

UAO Events

.

SKI STEAMBOAT CQLQRAPQt
• OVERLOOK HOTEL
• SHADOW RUN C0NDO

12.C

All You Can eat.

JW

ttr'

7.95

SAT-Prime Rib

AMERICANO ■ VOYAGER
DESERT INN-THE REEF
•RAMADA INN
- 5 0' 7 ftightj -

Tickets on Sale
Thursday
February 20
8:30 p.m.

4.95

All You Can eat
FRI-BBQ

Co-sponsored by
Film Studies and
Popular Culture
UAO Concert

4.95

THURS-Mexican

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

UAO Concert

7.95

WED-Pasla

All you can eat

t\ ANMIAL fill KIVAIIIIN1

UAQ Concert

TUE-Prlme Rib

110 N. Main

352-9222

-a-aC
THE
/iBfC TANNING
*» CENTER
JIW 354-1559
SPRING SPECIAL
20 visits for $40
10 visits for $25
5 visits for $15
Offer good at all
3 Locations
■to 248 N. Main
•to 993 S. Main
■to 143W.Wooster
•to 21 Tannins Beds
available
tr All facilities are
air conditioned
1 FREE session with

this ad & the
purchase of a
package
EXP. 2/14/92

